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New Titles for Children and Young People
Aaseng, Nathan. Baseball: It's Your Team. Lerner, 1985. 84-28918. ISBN 0-8225-1558-X.
103p. illus. with photographs. $8.95.
This isn't the usual compilation of records punctuated by game sequences and bio-
R graphical information, but something new for baseball buffs, especially those who
4-7 agonize over owners' or managers' decisions, which seldom seem to be as astute to
the fan as his or her own. Aaseng takes ten teams that have had problems, discusses
the alternatives, lets the reader make a choice and then describes what happened in
actuality. For example, the first team is the Yankees; several alternatives (naming
players) are cited that may help the team out of its slump. "What's your decision?"
Aaseng asks, then reports on what owner Steinbrenner did and how it worked out.
The writing has a conversational flow, and the concept of the book should prove of
interest to fans.
Aitken, Amy. Wanda's Circus; written and illus. by Amy Aitken. Bradbury, 1985. 84-20488.
ISBN 0-02-700370-1. 28p. $11.95.
All the children who hear Wanda talking about the circus she's planning are eager
M to participate; Wanda tells the younger children they can't play but accepts the
K-2 offers of the others. The younger children, led by Wanda's little brother Leo, walk
off, and when Wanda wants them back as audience Leo strikes a hard bargain. The
lap audience should appreciate this triumph-of-the-smallest and warm to the circus
theme, but the story is really rather thin. It's adequately told, and adequately illus-
trated with grey wash and line that erupt, in the last few pages, into color, as the
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Letter from the Editor
It is with regret that I announce what many of you know, that with the September
1985 issue I will retire as editor of the BULLETIN; it is with distinct pleasure that I
announce what many of you know, that the new editor will be Betsy Hearne. While
writing of reviews has always been done by the editor alone, this responsibility will be
shared by the new editor and me for the future.
In the past, we have held reviews until all imprint information was received; this
resulted, inevitably, in delays in printing some reviews. Beginning with the September,
1985 issue we will, in order to make information about new books more quickly avail-
able to BULLETIN subscribers, omit the Library of Congress numbers, since they are
seldom furnished with bound galleys, and we will include pagination when it is available
but state that the book is reviewed from galleys when pagination is not furnished.
This is a rare opportunity to thank subscribers for their support over the years of my
editorship, and to express again my gratitude to the Advisory Committee for the inval-
uable benefits of their individual and collective judgment and wisdom. I
imagined circus acts take place. The ending is a bit flat, the concept of creative play
positive, the manipulative relationship between children less so.
D.V. Age-mate relations; Brothers-sisters
Alexander, Sue. World Famous Muriel; illus. by Chris L. Demarest. Little, Brown, 1985.
82-17186. ISBN 0-316-03131-3. 43p. $13.95.
Line and wash drawings that have vitality but tend to be repetitive illustrate a
Ad slightly overdone story. Since the crux of the story is the solving of a mystery, all of
K-2 the preliminary establishment of a small girl (World Famous Muriel) as the best
tightrope walker in the world only to have that talent dropped from the story devel-
opment is disappointing. The writing style is simple, the solution of the mystery the
Queen asks Muriel to solve is logical, but the narration is static. However, the read-
aloud audience will doubtless enjoy Muriel's achievement in learning who stole the
paper lanterns for the Queen's party, as well as the decision to shift the party to the
zoo.
Allard, Harry. Miss Nelson Has A Field Day; illus. by James Marshall. Houghton, 1985.
84-27791. ISBN 0-395-36690-9. 30p. $12.95.
Staff and pupils at the Horace B. Smedley School are equally dejected; not only is
R their football team inept, but also the coach has cracked up-and the big Thanksgiv-
K-2 ing Day game is looming. Pretty Miss Nelson comes to the rescue in the guise of the
dreaded, dour Viola Swamp. But there's one thing different here; unlike the other
Miss Nelson books, in which it's clear that the teacher is in disguise, the two appear
at the same time! Allard's explanation is pat, but children will probably enjoy the
contrivance just as they have enjoyed the ebullience and exaggeration of text and
pictures in the earlier stories. Anyway, it's hard to take seriously a story in which a
struggling team is so quickly made to shape up that they defeat a strong team
seventy-seven to three.
Alexeyev, Sergei. Stories about Magnitka; tr. from the Russian by Natalia Belskaya. Raduga/
Imported Publications, 1985. ISBN 0-8285-2771-7. 101p. illus. Paper. $3.95.
Some photographs and stiff, pedestrian pictures illustrate a text that consists of
M very short stories related to the plant that processed steel and iron (Magnitka) that
4-6 was built in the late 1920s at Magnitogorsk, an industrial complex in the Soviet
Union's Ural Mountains. All of the incidents speak of the loyalty, courage, per-
sistence, and skill of many of the individuals who worked on the huge project. First
published in the USSR in 1983, this is interesting more because of the paucity of
material here than because of intrinsic merit. The book fails as a source of informa-
tion about the plant, since it focuses on people. It does not suceed as a document
about people both because each episode is so brief and because the tone is
adulatory. It may be possible to make patriotic or political propaganda interesting;
this fails to do so.
C.U. Industries (Unit); Social studies
Berger, Melvin. Germs Make Me Sick!; illus. by Marylin Hafner. Crowell, 1985. 84-45334.
Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04429-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04428-3. 30p. (Let's-Read-
And-Find-Out Science Book.) Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
Cartoon-style figures and bright colors lend a cheery air to a book on a serious
subject. The text explains, in clear and simple sequential prose, how bacteria and
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R viruses affect human beings, how their presence is detected by doctors, and what can
K-3 be done to cure or alleviate the damage they cause. The book concludes with a few
basic rules for maintaining good health.
C.U. Science
Betancourt, Jeanne. The Edge. Scholastic, 1985. 84-20286. ISBN 0-590-33259-7. 153p. Paper.
$2.25.
Cassandra, who's been assigned to work in a video production firm as her part of
Ad a school work-study program, is enthralled when she learns that the company is
7-9 going to do two films with her favorite rock group, The Edge. She breaks a date
with Tom, her very steady boyfriend, to go out with Jake, one of the stars. Only the
arrival of Razz, the leader of The Edge, saves her from rape by Jake, her date. And
it's Jake that Andra suspects when a light crashes down on Razz during a concert,
fortunately only wounding him. After a reunion with Tom, Andra enlists his help
and that of Razz to prove her conviction (based on careful logging of tapes) that
Jake had tried to kill Razz, jealous of his popularity, and that he's going to try
again. She's right. Andra tells the story, which is a bit melodramatic but adequate in
style. The modicum of suspense and the details of the video business should appeal
to most adolescent readers.
Blumberg, Rhoda. Commodore Perry in the Land of the Shogun. Lothrop, 1985. 84-21800.
ISBN 0-688-03723-2. 138p. illus. $13.00.
With matter-of-fact tone and a lively pace and flow in the writing style, Blumberg
R describes in great detail the visits of Commodore Perry to Japan in 1853 and 1854.
6- Japan had been a nation in almost total isolation for many years, allowing only a
* few Dutch and Chinese into the country. Perry, in fact, was dependent on Dutch
translators when he presented President Fillmore's request for a treaty: he encountered
suspicion (the Americans were "evil men") and hostility from confirmed isolation-
ists. Guile and patience triumphed, however, and the treaty opened some ports for
trade, guaranteed safety to shipwrecked Americans, provided for official U.S. repre-
sentation on a permanent basis, and included the "most favored nation" clause. The
text gives excellent background information and provides colorful details of the
pageantry, the gifts and entertainment, and the parades and banquets that prolif-
erated as the treaty preparations progressed. Illustrations are all from the period,
either by Japanese artists and cartoonists or by the official artists of Perry's party.
The text of the treaty, chapter notes, and a substantial index and bibliography are
provided. This is a book with reference use that reads almost like an adventure
story.
C.U. Social studies
Borich, Michael. A Different Kind of Love. Holt, 1985. 84-22492. ISBN 0-03-003249-0. 165p.
$11.95.
Weebles, fourteen, knew that she was an illegitimate child, was adjusted happily
Ad to living alone with her mother, but had always wanted to know about or meet with
7-9 her father. Therefore when her mother's younger brother came to stay with them,
Weebles was ready to love him not only as her uncle but also as man-in-the-house.
Unfortunately, Uncle Nicky seemed aroused both romantically and sexually, and
Weebles--dismayed by her ardent responses to his caresses--was ambivalent and
apprehensive, finally telling her mother and a helpful teacher. The story is written in
first person, which gives it a sharp immediacy, and the situation is believably
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described and adequately handled. However, this first novel is weakened by its slow
start, with emphasis on an incident that really has little to do with the thrust of the
book, and by several instances of either mawkish ("It was sickening the way her eyes
caught both of us, suspended in the twilight blue.") or irrational phrases: "The
driver, a mid-twentyish businessman..." implies that Weebles can tell, just by
looking, the vocation of someone passing by.
D.V. Uncle-niece relations
Boyd, Candy Dawson. Breadsticks and Blessing Places. Macmillan, 1985. 84-43021. ISBN
0-02-709290-9. 210p. $11.95.
Toni is twelve, black, plump, member of a loving family, a student at an all-black
R school in Chicago who hopes to improve her mathematics performance enough to
5-7 pass a test that will enable her to be admitted to a special school, the King Academy.
She's doing make-up work in math but loses her concentration and her interest when
one of her two best friends is killed by a drunken driver. The title refers to two of
the things that are associated with Toni's bereavement; several friends help her work
out her grief and anger. The book ends with Toni admitted to the King Academy.
Boyd deals fully and candidly with a child's reaction to the death of a close friend as
well as to other aspects of the maturation process that are universal. The tempo lags
occasionally but the writing on the whole has good pace and Toni's story is written
with insight and compassion.
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Education, valuing and seeking
Branley, Franklyn Mansfield. Space Telescope; illus. by Giulio Maestro. Crowell, 1985.
84-45341. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04434-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04433-X. 68p.
Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
In his usual lucid style, Branley explains the difference between telescopes that use
R lenses and those that use mirrors, shows how each kind works, and gives a great
4-6 deal of information about the space telescope that is expected to be put into orbit in
1986. It is hoped that, partially because it will be beyond the area of earth's obscur-
ing atmosphere, it will "see" objects seven times farther away and fifty times
dimmer than any seen through existing telescopes. The author also describes the
craft that will house the space telescope, the launching, and the way the instrument
will function including facts about its maintenance and about the astronomical
phenomena it will record and transmit to earth. Carefully indexed, the text is
logically organized, authoritative, and crisply informative.
Bryan, Ashley. The Cat's Purr; written and illus. by Ashley Bryan. Atheneum, 1985. 84-21534.
ISBN 0-689-31086-2. 42p. $9.95.
Based on a story in a collection of folklore of the West Indies, this has been
R adapted by Bryan, nicely told and illustrated with drawings in which the line is
K-2 softened and the composition spare. In this version, Cat and Rat are friends and
neighbors, working well together until Rat becomes covetous, wanting to play the
tiny drum that Cat had told him was a gift given with the injunction that nobody
else play it. Cat discovers Rat's duplicity and chases him; Rat shoves the tiny drum
into Cat's mouth so that he inadvertently swallows it. And that's why, with a down-
playing of the new enmity and a reminder to readers that the purr of Cat's drum is
best heard if one strokes gently, all cats purr. Nice to tell as well as to read aloud.
C.U. Storytelling
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Byars, Betsy. Cracker Johnson. Viking, 1985. 84-24684. ISBN 0-607-80546-7. 146p. $11.95.
It was Alma who'd given Jackson his nickname when she had been his babysitter;
R now Alma was married and had her own baby. Jackson, now eleven, still loves
5-7 Alma and is fearful on her behalf, because-although she won't admit it-her
bruises indicate that she's being abused by her hot-tempered, domineering husband,
Bill Ray. The latter has threatened Jackson, who is afraid both on his own behalf
and Alma's, doesn't feel he can confide in either of his divorced parents, but finally
blurts it out during one of his weekly telephone conversations with his father. After
Alma, brutally assaulted, admits the situation, Jackson tries to help her; eventually
his mother steps in and, in the end, Alma and her baby are taken to another town
where they are safe. Any story of wife-battering holds potential for drama and
pathos; Byars shows, with depth and conviction, how traumatic this is for the
victim, how it can affect others, and how it may be necessary for others to take the
initiative in rescuing a victim. The style is excellent, with a smooth narrative flow, a
subordination of theme to story, and strong characterization and relationships.
D.V. Courage; Fear; overcoming; Friendship values
Chiefari, Janet. Logging Machines in the Forest. Dodd, 1985. 84-21062. ISBN 0-396-08564-4.
52p. illus. with photographs. $10.95.
With more than half the page space given to photographs (some in black and
Ad white, some in color) this shows clearly most of the machine-operated procedures of
4-6 the lumber industry, including preparation of the site, felling and processing trees,
and collecting logs and chips for delivery. The text is clearly written but rather
monotonous; a glossary and a brief index are provided.
C.U. Industry (unit)
Christelow, Eileen. Jerome the Babysitter; written and illus. by Eileen Christelow. Houghton/
Clarion, 1985. 84-12738. ISBN 0-89919-331-5. 30p. $12.95.
Almost all small children enjoy stories about other children who misbehave, and if
R they are alligator children, no obstreperous child can possibly think the book is
K-2 meant to chide. Bright, busy, funny drawings illustrate this tale of a first-time baby-
sitter who finds it very difficult to control his inventive charges until he thinks of a
clever ploy that will outwit them. After it's all over, Jerome reports to the alligator
children's mother and to the sister who'd maliciously passed on the job to him, that
it had been easy and that the children were little angels. Then he plays the same trick
that had been played on him, an act of simple justice the audience will no doubt
applaud as they giggle.
D.V. Brothers-sisters
Cohen, Miriam. Starring First Grade; illus. by Lillian Hoban. Greenwillow, 1985. 84-5929.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04030-6; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04029-2. 28p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
As all stage-struck readers know, the limelight can bring out some volatile emo-
R tions. Here an understanding teacher copes with the varied reactions of members of
K-2 her class as they plan and mount a stirring performance of "The Three Billy Goats
Gruff." Teacher placidly agrees when one child who's taking dancing lessons wants
to be a snowflake, but she has a little more trouble soothing Jim, who wants to be
the troll, he doesn't want to be a tree, and he is so angry with Paul (chosen troll)
that they argue and stop speaking. All ends well, with the play a success, Jim satis-
fied with his contribution, and the friendship resumed. The illustrations (with casual
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line and bright colors) show a multi-ethnic group, and they echo the light, humorous
tone of a story that says a great deal without being didactic.
D.V. Jealousy, overcoming; Teacher-pupil relations
Corey, Dorothy. New Shoes!; illus. by Dora Leder. Whitman, 1985. 84-17381. ISBN
0-8075-5583-5. 28p. $9.75.
Realistic drawings, color-washed on alternate double-page spreads, are composed
Ad with restraint, accompanying a text that has little movement or development. A
3-5 small girl is the narrator, and she enviously catalogues all the people who have pur-
yrs. chased new shoes: friends, classmates, and siblings. Her mother says that when she
can no longer move her toes, she'll get new shoes; the day finally arrives, there's a
trip to the shoestore, and a happy child chooses red sandals and clasps them even in
bed. Small events do loom large in a young child's life, but this seems overextended.
Delton, Judy. I'll Never Love Anything Ever Again; illus. by Rodney Pate. Whitman, 1985.
84-17271. ISBN 0-8075-3521-4. 29p. $9.25.
The first person format conveys the aching bitterness a boy feels at having to give
Ad up a dog he's had all his life. The narrator has developed allergic reactions to the
K-3 dog. He broods about how much the dog has been a part of his life, a part of the
family. He's convinced one moment the dog will die of loneliness and the next
moment worries that his pet will adjust easily to a new home and will forget him.
It's a very small comfort that the dog will have the space of a farm and that he is
invited to visit. The concept of enforced separation is adequately conveyed, but the
book is weak as a story because it has neither plot nor the variation in mood or
tempo that can compensate for the lack of a story line to make a situation-only
book interesting. There is some slight change by the end of the monologue, with the
addition to the declaration of the title: "At least not for a long, long time."
Realistic but rather static line drawings, blue-washed, reinforce the feeling that the
story lacks momentum; it should, of course, awaken the sympathy of its audience.
De Mejo, Oscar. The Forty-Niner, written and illustrated by Oscar de Mejo. Harper, 1985.
84-48340. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021578-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021577-1. 46p.
Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
Cross the lugubrious elegance of an Edward Gorey with the improbable extrava-
Ad gances of a Salvadore Dali, and you have the strange, intriguing line drawings that
K-4 embellish this soberly told, fanciful story about a young Scotsman. His story is told
in a journal discovered by his daughters, and it takes him from Scotland to America,
where he embarks on a series of adventures of which gold-mining is one of the most
tame and realistic. De Mejo uses the pictures to expand the text; for example, he
writes only "Just then our ship arrived," but the illustration shows a flying saucer.
There's a nice twist to the ending, too.
Domanska, Janina, ad. Busy Monday Morning; ad. and illus. by Janina Domanska. Green-
willow, 1985. 83-25362. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-03834-4; Trade ed. ISBN
0-688-03833-6. 30p. Library ed. $12.88; Trade ed. $13.00.
Musical notation, in a simple adaptation, follows the illustrated text for a Polish
R folk song. The pattern: "On Monday morning, busy Monday morning, Father
2-4 mowed the hay and so did I. We mowed hay together he and I." On succeeding
yrs. days they rake, dry, pitch, et cetera, until Sunday, when they rest while the cows eat
hay. Young children will probably enjoy both the idea of doing helpful work and the
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idea of working along with Father. The story the lyrics tell is not substantial, but it
lends itself well to acting out. The soft colors of the paintings, the old-fashioned,
restrainedly Slavic treatment of costume, and the spare line show the strong sense of
composition that is in earlier books by Domanska, although this has fewer stylized
or geometric details than were apparent in the more design-conscious predecessors.
Edwards, Sally. George Midgett's War. Scribner, 1985. 85-1954. ISBN 0-684-18315-3. 138p.
$12.95.
Adolescent George, living with his widowed father on an island off the shore of
R North Carolina, doesn't know why he's always had nightmares about drowning; he
6-8 does know that the prospect of going to sea, as other island boys do, terrifies him.
He is, therefore, relieved when his father announces that together they will take an
arduous trip, by boat, to deliver two precious barrels of salt to Valley Forge, for this
is the bitter winter of 1777-78. This gives a picture of the Revolutionary War that is
unusual, but it is a slow-moving book, albeit believable and often interesting in the
vignettes it presents. An author's note is appended, but no sources are cited.
D.V. Courage; Patriotism
Ehrlich, Amy. Bunnies All Day Long; illus. by Marie H. Henry. Dial, 1985. 84-20031. ISBN
0-8037-0185-3. Bunnies and Their Grandma; illus. by Marie H. Henry. Dial, 1985.
84-20030. ISBN 0-8037-0186-1. Both books have 23 pages and are $7.95.
Small scale illustrations, soft line and wash, have enough action and humor to
Ad avoid being sweetly pastel, and they are nicely integrated with the text. The stories
3-5 are simply written, mildly amusing, slightly weakened by occasional abrupt diversion
yrs. of the narrative flow. Bunnies All Day Long is, as the title indicates, the record of a
day in the lives of three little rabbits and their remarkably tolerant parents, while
Bunnies and Their Grandma shows the hurried and slightly frenetic preparations to
attend a picnic at Grandma's, and the fun of playing with cousins even if the day
includes a squabble. The lap audience should enjoy, in both books, the appeal of
everyday activities and the animated incidents that compensate for the lack of a
strong story line.
Fritz, Jean. China Homecoming; illus. with photographs by Michael Fritz. Putnam, 1985.
84-24775. ISBN 0-399-21182-9. 143p. $12.95.
As admirers of Homesick: My Own Story will know, Jean Fritz lived in China
R until she was thirteen; in this companion volume she describes her return to Hankou,
6- her home town, four decades later. Although she no longer spoke as fluently, she
still spoke Chinese. This is, therefore, a record of a very personal search for roots
and memories. It is also a rarely candid and objective picture of contemporary
China. As both kinds of story it is wonderfully vivid, often touching, and it is
written with a practiced grace and narrative flow.
Gilson, Jamie. Hello, My Name is Scrambled Eggs; illus. by John Wallner. Lothrop, 1985.
84-10075. ISBN 0-688-04095-0. 159p. $10.25.
Harvey (hero of Harvey the Beer Can King) is the narrator of a story about the
Ad advent of a refugee Vietnamese family in a small Illinois town. Since the son of the
4-6 Nguyen family, Tuan, is placed in the same seventh grade classroom, Harvey takes
Tuan on as his responsibility. The whole town sponsors the newcomers, but they are
temporarily housed with Harvey's family, and he becomes almost more proprietary
than hospitable and responsible. That's the serious note in an otherwise light,
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amusing story: to what extent should one try to mold others toward conformity
rather than accept them as they are? Gilson does a very good job of letting Harvey
discover and reveal this himself, avoiding the authorial voice that might seem mina-
tory and giving substance to a story that is weakened as a literary entity by just the
quality that makes Gilson's books popular with readers: a determined flippancy and
cuteness in the dialogue, especially in the conversation among children.
D.V. Adaptability; Age-mate relations
Hamilton, Virginia. The People Could Fly: American Black Folk Tales; illus. by Leo and
Diane Dillon. Knopf, 1985. 84-25020. ISBN 0-394-86925-7. Reviewed from galleys.
$12.95.
Prefatory comments and notes that follow each selection give added interest to an
R eminent author's retellings of folk tales from several sources. Some, like those with
4-6 European roots, have been adapted and changed, as folk literature always is, by the
* ethos and the needs of black Americans; some spring directly from the time of
slavery or were African tales adapted by the slaves to express their fears or joys,
their relationship to the dominant whites, their yearning for freedom. Readers will
recognize some of the characters: the ubiquitous Brer (or Bruh) Rabbit, John who
wooed the Devil's daughter, and Wiley, whose Mama outwits the hairy man.
Virginia Hamilton's prose has a singing quality, wonderful in its color and cadence.
Like the felicitous blend of realism and fantasy in the writing, the illustrations,
handsome pictures by the Dillons, evoke an aura of magic-in-life. The forty illustra-
tions have both strength and softness; they are as effective in composition as they
are in use of color. In sum, a book that is lovely to look at and as good a source of
storytelling as it is to read aloud or alone.
C.U. Reading aloud; Storytelling
Harris, Mark Jonathan. Confessions of a Prime Time Kid. Lothrop, 1985. 84-20144. ISBN
0-688-03979-0. 160p. $10.25.
Harris occasionally uses a letter or a segment of script to change the pace or shift
R the viewpoint in a first-person story told by a child television star, Meg Muldaur.
7-9 The device adds variety, but it's hardly needed in this lively story in which the nar-
rator strikes a nice balance between covering the details of show business (publicity,
agents, rehearsals, etc.) and the problems she has in coping with a jealous older
brother whose career ended at eleven, with having no normal social life as a young
adolescent, and with resentment at being pushed to go to parties and give interviews.
Characters are capably depicted and the milieu should appeal to readers; style and
pace are commendable.
D.V. Brothers-sisters
Hill, Elizabeth Starr. Fangs Aren't Everything; illus. by Larry Ross. Dutton, 1985. 84-18748.
ISBN 0-525-44152-2. 84p. $9.95.
Tod finds that it's true: as the eldest son in the Ravinoor family, he is doomed-
M once he's eighteen-to become an animal when the moon is full. Hill treats the situa-
5-7 tion with humor and exaggeration, as Tod discovers that two other people he knows
are also leading double lives as people and as occultivated alter egos. There's a dash
of "Beauty and the Beast" at the end, when Tod's girl, just crowned Prom Queen,
kisses his hairy lupine cheeks to break the spell forever. This would be funnier if it
weren't so stretched; characterization is superficial, dialogue is contrived. The action
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and the humor will doubtless appeal to some readers despite the weakness of plot
and style.
Hoffman, Stephen M. What's Under That Rock?; illus. by Diane Dollar. Atheneum, 1985.
84-21643. ISBN 0-689-31081-1. 92p. $11.95.
An amateur naturalist writes knowledgeably about the creatures that can be found
R in the microhabitat under a rock. Since each creature is discussed and described
4-6 separately, this doesn't have the cohesiveness of a comparable book for younger
readers, Jean George's All Upon a Stone. Preceded by a glossary and followed by a
bibliography and an index, the text is divided into sections on different types of
animal life (reptiles, amphibians, arthropods, and mollusks and segmented worms)
with a page or half-page of description for each, accompanied by black and white
drawings.
C.U. Nature study; Science
Honeycutt, Natalie. Invisible Lissa. Bradbury, 1985. 84-20466. ISBN 0-02-744360-4. 168p.
$10.95.
Lissa, who tells the story, is not one of the most popular members of her fifth
R grade classroom, but she doesn't become the class pariah until after her little brother
4-6 Jason causes a disastrous rout of the cheerleaders at a soccer game. Leader and
founder of the cheerleaders, snobbish Debby gets her revenge, and soon every girl in
class but Lissa is a member of Debby's secret club. When Debby is finally manipu-
lated into inviting Lissa, there's a scene of rebellion, Lissa speaks her mind and
walks out, and the secret club (a weak point in the story) disintegrates. There are
many middle-grades stories about classroom power struggles; this is not unusual in
structure but it is better written than most, is nicely balanced by other facets of
Lissa's life, and has a cheerful, lively tone.
D.V. Age-mate relations
Hunt, Irene. The Everlasting Hills. Scribner, 1985. 85-2449. ISBN 0-684-18340-4. 192p.
$12.95.
Jeremy, twelve, knew that his father despised him because he was (minimally)
R retarded, just as he knew his dead mother loved him. He clung to his older sister
6-8 Bethany with an almost desperate love and dependence, and he felt a terrible sense
of loss when Bethany fell in love with Adam, although he liked Adam very much.
Jeremy had always been able to assume physical tasks, and had always had a good
memory; the two areas in which he was backward were in reading and in being
unable to pronounce certain sounds. The first improved and the second was con-
quered through the patient help of an old man, Ishmael, in whose cabin Jeremy
took refuge after a bitter confrontation with his father. It becomes increasingly
clear, as the story progresses, that the denouement is going to be a rapprochement
between Jeremy and his father (who has been impressed by his son's improvement
over a year) and that does indeed happen on the night when Bethany and Adam's
child is born. This is not Hunt's strongest novel: Jeremy's retardation isn't made
quite convincing although his bitterness is, the old man is a conveniently available
resource, and both Bethany and her father seem overdrawn, one too good to be
true, the other too vitriolic to a retarded child to be believable--in view of his quite
different behavior to others. Still, it's a dramatic plot, there's an appeal both in the
protagonist and in his achievement, and Hunt has both a fine sense of story and a
command of the flow of her narrative.
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Jaensson, Hakan. Charlie's Pillow; written by Hakan Jaensson and Arne Norlin; illus. by
Gunna Graehs. Annick Press/Firefly, 1985. ISBN 0-920303-06-4. 37p. $8.95.
In the cartoon-style illustrations for an earnestly nonsensical story, Charlie goes
R from toddler stage to mature adult with a single lock of flaming red hair bouncing
K-3 above his otherwise-bald pate. Such touches of exaggeration should appeal to all
secret or public blanket-clutchers and pillow-huggers. Charlie takes his babyhood
pillow to school with him, to the barracks when he is in the army, to the restaurant
where he works after his military discharge. He is parted from his dear pillow only
when his bride says he must choose between them. Charlie becomes so despondent
and degenerate that his wife leaves him; he hunts everywhere for his security symbol.
How he is reunited with both pillow and wife makes an ingenious if improbable
ending. But then, this isn't a probable story, just a funny one.
Janeczko, Paul B., comp. Pocket Poems: Selected for a Journey. Bradbury, 1985. 84-21537.
ISBN 0-02-747820-3. 138p. Paper. $8.95.
An anthologist of growing reputation, Janeczko has selected for this small volume
R (fine for journeys, indeed, but certainly not just for them) poems that have variety
6- of structure and style and mood but rather remarkable consistency of quality. None
* is more than sixteen lines long; there are over a hundred poems by almost a hundred
modern American poets, some of whom are noteworthy newcomers while others are
as well-known as Howard Nemerov, Maya Angelou, Galway Kinnell, and Ogden
Nash.
Johnston, Tony. The Quilt Story; illus. by Tomie DePaola. Putnam, 1985. 84-18212. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-399-21009-1; Paper ed. ISBN 0-399-21008-3. 28p. Trade ed. $12.95;
Paper ed. $4.95.
This is the story of a child of long ago, named Abigail, who loved the quilt her
Ad mother had made for her and found it a comfort when they travelled by wagon train
K-2 and moved into a new house in the woods. Put in the attic and forgotten, the quilt
was used by animals and found by another small girl, years later; she too loved the
quilt and found it a comfort when her family moved. The story is soberly told, save
for one mild quip, and its solemnity is matched by the illustrations, technically pro-
ficient in composition and the use of color but with a heaviness in the stylized,
serious faces. The book gives some feeling of the pleasure of cross-generation contin-
uity, and it may strike a chord with children who have clung to security blankets,
but it's a static tale.
Jones, Harold, ad. Tales to Tell" ad. and illus. by Harold Jones. Greenwillow, 1985. 84-4121.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04000-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-03999-5. 38p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
Bright little tinted drawings are nicely placed in relation to the texts of six favorite
Ad nursery tales; they have a gentle appeal and are more effective than the retellings of
2-5 "The Three Bears," "Chicken-licken," "Titty Mouse and Tatty Mouse,"
yrs. "Munachar and Manachar," "The Gingerbread Boy," and "The Three Billy Goats
Gruff." What is missing is the storyteller's sense of narrative flow, particularly in
the dialogue.
Karl, Jean E. Strange Tomorrow. Dutton, 1985. 84-28609. ISBN 0-525-44162-X. 135p. $12.95.
On an Earth beleaguered by Chlord, a faraway planet, Janie is with her brother
and father in an underground installation when there is a Chlordian attack that
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Ad devastates the planet and kills most of its people. In the huge military stronghold
5-7 below the surface, Janie's family finally re-establishes radio communication and
brings together other survivors. That's the first part of the story; in the second part,
another Janie (a great-great-grandchild) is part of a small band who go out to found
a branch community that is in an almost primitive stage of development. The first
half of the book is taut with suspense and dramatic in its vividly-created danger and
isolation. In the second half of the book, there's a sort of placid fretting on the
second Janie's part, as she adjusts to a changed way of life-but it's a way that she
has always known lay ahead of her, so there's little impact. While this part, too, is
competently written, it seems anticlimactic.
Keller, Beverly. Rosebud, with Fangs. Lothrop, 1985. 84-23402. ISBN 0-688-03747-X. 156p.
$10.25.
Aggie is one of four children who start off, with their mother, to inspect a piece
Ad of property Mama has just inherited. Since she's just lost her job and times are
4-6 hard, there's little choice. Out of the realistic matrix Keller erects a wildly silly
fantasy. The family members get separated, five-year-old Harry (angelic looking,
loving, born to trip, fall, spill, knock over, damage, and drive to despair despite his
good intentions) turns into a hairy monster and wants to be called "Rosebud" after
his encounter with the evil, sneering Count Backwards. He is in collusion with a
group that is called E.V.I.L. and they are all being pursued by Sir Basil Chives of
Scotland Yard. Harry/Rosebud develops the ability to change shape and a frantic
time is had by all, especially after the good guys are trapped in the lonely mansion
where Count Backwards straps Harry to a laboratory table (a la Frankenstein) and
where the Ultimate Rescue is effected by a dinosaur. This gets slapstick at times, but
the style is yeasty, the allusions amusing, and the plot overwhelming.
King-Smith, Dick. The Queen's Nose; illus. by Jill Bennett. Harper, 1985. 83-49480. Library
ed. ISBN 0-06-023246-3; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023245-5. 113p. Library ed. $10.89;
Trade ed. $10.95.
Sharp-tongued and sloppily-dressed, Harmony was the despair of her parents and
R her prim older sister Melody. A rebellious ten-year-old, Harmony secretly identified
3-5 everyone she knew as an animal: her mother was a pouter pigeon, her father a sea
lion, her sister a self-satisfied Siamese cat. The change in Harmony's life came when
a beloved uncle gave her a magical coin; rubbed on the edge pointed to by the
queen's nose, it could grant wishes. This is the story of Harmony's seven wishes,
some of which she wasted and some of which she used unselfishly, and how they
brought her a new rapport with the members of her family. This is funny, often
acidulous, written with flair and humor and with a judicious blend of fantasy and
realism.
Lasky, Kathryn. Puppeteer; illus. with photographs by Christopher G. Knight. Macmillan,
1985. 84-42987. ISBN 0-02-751660-1. 59p. $10.95.
Photographs of excellent quality illustrate and extend the text of a book that is
R sequentially organized, balanced in coverage, and written with controlled admiration
4-6 and zeal. Paul Vincent Davis, of the Puppet Show Place in Boston, is a hand
puppeteer. Lasky follows each step, from conception to performance, of a new
Davis production, "Aladdin and his Wonderful Lamp." Readers may learn about
the intricacies of costuming, the nuances of giving puppets faces that will establish
character, creating sets and props, manipulating the puppets and using voice
changes. The book makes vivid the craftsmanship, the infinite attention to details,
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the rigors of practice, and the theatrical flair that go into creating a polished and
dramatic illusion in a form of the performing arts that has always been especially
popular with children.
Lauber, Patricia. Tales Mummies Tell. Crowell, 1985. 83-46172. Library ed. ISBN
0-690-04389-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04388-0. 118p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed.
$11.95.
Although not a lengthy text, this is more comprehensive than most books about
R mummies, since it deals with more kinds of mummification than that practiced by
4-7 the Egyptians, the subject of most books. Lauber describes the various ways, inten-
tional or accidental, that animals and human beings have become mummies, and she
discusses the various ways (carbon-14 dating, x-rays, analysis of body tissue and
stomach contents) that scientists use to establish facts about the individual or the
culture or changes over the centuries. Clearly written and well-organized, this is an
informative and eminently readable text.
C.U. Social studies
Lee, Dennis. Jelly Belly; illus. by Juan Wijngaard. Bedrick/Blackie/Harper, 1985. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-911745-94-7; Paper ed. ISBN 0-87226-001-1. 60p. Trade ed. $12.95; Paper
ed. $7.95.
Softly colored paintings, occasionally touched with the sort of precision that is
R reminiscent of Pene du Bois, but more often rounded or misty, illustrate the rhymes
2-5 of one of Canada's leading poets for children. Most of the selections are lilting,
yrs. breezy, brief, and comic. A few are lyric, a few seem to mimic Mother Goose verses,
and a few-including the title poem-are just a bit gross. There are rhymes that are
just right for games or rope-skipping; there are some Canadian references, but they
are nicely worked in so that children in the United States can enjoy them (chiefly
place names) for their sound. And there are some fingerplay rhymes for infants. A
refreshing collection, much of which may be enjoyed by independent readers in the
primary grades.
Levin, Betty. Put on My Crown. Lodestar, 1985. 84-28845. ISBN 0-525-67163-3. 128p. $12.95.
A child herself, Vinnie is in charge of two small children on a ship bound for
Ad America from Britain; the children's older brother Perry disdains his siblings and
6-9 treats fourteen-year-old Vinnie with contempt. All of them are rescued, but
separated, when the ship founders and they and a group of poorhouse children are
cast upon an island. They are cared for and even loved, but Vinnie becomes more
and more suspicious that the islanders (whose own children all seem to die young)
are never going to let them go. There is some logic and a little contrivance in the
way all of the children are eventually successful in getting off the island. The
situation is based on some historical facts about pauper children in the mid-
nineteenth century and on one ship that foundered. The story is dramatic; the devel-
opment of the plot is uneven in pace although adequate in logic and style.
Lindsey, Treska. When Batistine Made Bread; written and illus. by Treska Lindsey. Macmil-
lan, 1985. 84-42988. ISBN 0-02-759120-4. 40p. $9.95.
This is set "long, long ago" in a village in the Old World. Six-year-old Batistine
Ad milks a cow, picks berries and makes jelly, and begins her breadmaking by bor-
K-3 rowing her father's scythe to cut wheat stalks. Then comes each step in preparing the
meal after having winnowed the wheat and taken it to the miller, then the rather
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slow process of making the bread. Finally, breakfast. The drawings are black and
white, with a light mood achieved by broken lines, and the writing style is adequate
as a presentation of information in a fictional framework; the weaknesses of the text
are that no other person is visible indoors or out, that a child of six would be given
such latitude, and that all the tasks mentioned could be accomplished before
breakfast.
MaGee, Doug. Trucks You Can Count On; written and illus. with photographs by Doug
MaGee. Dodd, 1985. 84-21057. ISBN 0-396-08507-5. 30p. $11.95.
Photographs, black and white, are large and clear, showing the parts of a tractor-
Ad trailer as the text describes them. The title is literal: after some introductory remarks
4-7 about the big tractor-trailers on our highways, parts of the vehicle are used for
yrs. counting from one to ten. One radiator, one steering wheel; two air filters, two gas
tanks; three windshield wipers, four fog horns, five marker lights, etc. Unlike most
counting books, this includes some objects (rivets, lug nuts) that are only a part of
those on a single tractor-trailer. Minimally informative, this is weakened by the fact
that some of the pictures show the parts but neither text nor pictures make it clear
where some of the parts fit the whole.
Meltzer, Milton. Ain't Gonna Study War No More: The Story of America's Peace Seekers.
Harper, 1985. 84-48337. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024200-0; Trade ed. ISBN
0-06-024199-3. 282p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $12.50.
Meltzer's many fans will get what they have come to expect from him: a serious,
R thought-provoking, and comprehensive treatise that is based on careful research, is
7- logically organized, and is written in a temperate but forceful style that is built on
the author's convictions but is tempered by moderation. There is some preliminary
material about peace through recorded history, but the focus is on individuals,
organizations, movements, and religious groups that have opposed war in the history
of our own country and that have often suffered for their actions or convictions.
The book concludes with a chapter in which Meltzer considers the perils of the
future and nuclear disarmament. A bibliography is included, as is an extensive rela-
tive index.
D.V. Devotion to a cause; Pacific attitudes
Mendoza, George. Henri Mouse; illus. by Joelle Boucher. Viking, 1985. 84-19622. ISBN
0-670-36689-7. 30p. $10.95.
After a few pages that go nowhere, Mendoza begins his story of a mouse who
M leaves New York to be a painter in Paris, changing his name from Henry to Henri.
K-2 Everything Henri paints (with "special magnetic paints") is captured on paper but
disappears from real life, a magical effect that is not explained nor made convincing.
He eventually decides to do a self-portrait and is saved from extinction only because
a rainstorm washes away his still-wet paint. This is a one-gag book, and the one gag
isn't a very good one. The chiefly-pastel pictures have a light line, often crowded
composition, and a mild humor.
Meyer, Carolyn. The Mystery of the Ancient Maya; by Carolyn Meyer and Charles Gallen-
camp. Atheneum, 1985. 84-24209. ISBN 0-689-50319-9. 159p. $11.95.
Some of the material covered by the authors has been treated expansively in books
R for young adults; for example, the first chapter deals with the explorations of John
7-10 Lloyd Stephens and Frederick Catherwood. What this text does is take such records,
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put them together, and summarize what has been learned from the findings of these
and other explorers, both scientists and amateurs. The result is a briskly written,
comprehensive, and authoritative book about the civilization of the Maya and the
influences (particularly Toltec) upon it. A glossary and an extensive relative index are
appended.
C.U. Science; Social studies
Miklowitz, Gloria D. The War Between the Classes. Delacorte, 1985. 84-19883. ISBN
0-385-29375-5. 158p. $13.95.
This isn't the first story to be based on the well-known classroom experiment of
R dividing a group into castes to assess ramifications of striated power and prejudice-
7-10 but it's one of the most vivid. It's told by one of the participants, a Japanese girl
whose parents are unhappy because she's dating a white boy (his mother is not
enthralled either) and because her brother is married to a white girl. Amy, the
protagonist, has always been quiet and compliant but she's angry at the bias engen-
dered by the experiment even though she's in the elite group, and her rebellion
results in her being put in the lowest caste where, to the teacher's satisfaction, she
leads a pro-equality rebellion. Some of the characters seem more types than individ-
uals, but the book has pace and impact, and there's a good integration of message
and medium.
C.U. Social studies
Mother Goose. Sing a Song of Sixpence; illus. by Tracey Campbell Pearson. Dial, 1985.
84-14206. Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-0152-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-0151-9. 22p.
Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed. $10.95.
It's the blackbirds that dominate Pearson's ebullient and very funny illustrations
R for a picture book version of a nursery favorite. The king and queen are buxom, as
2-5 is their little daughter; all members of the royal family wear spiky little crowns, even
yrs. the dog, and the line and wash pictures are filled with (but not overfilled with) such
comic details as the queen taking her shoes off while she eats bread and honey or the
king capsizing in a flurry of blackbirds. Full of vitality, full of fun. Notation for the
melody line is provided at the back of the book.
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. The Dark of the Tunnel. Atheneum, 1985. 84-20441. ISBN
0-689-31098-6. 207p. $11.95.
Craig had always taken refuge in the abandoned tunnel when he wanted to be
Ad alone; now it was proposed as a shelter in case there should be a nuclear attack.
7-10 Several of the people in their small town had protested to Craig and his uncle, the
town's safety warden, about the futility of using the tunnel and about the dangers of
an arms race. That's one plot. Second plot: Craig, his uncle, and his brother are
heartsick as they watch Craig's mother deteriorate and die of cancer. Each plot is
adequately handled, but they vie rather than mesh with each other. Naylor achieves
objectivity in discussing issues, her characters are believable and their dialogue con-
vincing, but the book is heavy with its two somber patterns.
D.V. Death, adjustment to
Nozaki, Akihiro. Anna's Hat Tricks; illus. by Mitsumasa Anno. Philomel, 1985. 84-18900.
ISBN 0-399-21212-4. 44p. $11.95.
Anno's bright, uncluttered illustrations are purposely repetitive as they illustrate a
text in which the same device-a combination of red hats and white hats--is used
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R to pose a series of problems in mathematical logic. The problems presented are pro-
3-5 gressively harder, and the author, a mathematician, explains the reasoning for each
solution. This may not be every child's pleasure, but for some children it will be an
exciting challenge.
C.U. Mathematics
Numeroff, Laura Joffe. If You Give a Mouse a Cookie; illus. by Felicia Bond. Harper, 1985.
84-48343. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024587-9; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024586-7. 28p.
Library ed. $9.89; Trade ed. $9.95.
Children love to indulge in supposition or to ask "What will happen if...?" and
R here there is a long, satisfying chain of linked and enjoyably nonsensical causes and
2-5 effects. If you give a mouse a cookie, he'll want milk; if you give him a glass of
yrs. milk, he'll ask for a straw; if he gets a straw, he'll want a napkin, et cetera. After
several rounds of activities (including a great deal of fetching and carrying on the
part of an obliging child) the chain comes full circle with another glass of milk,
"And chances are if he asks for a glass of milk, he's going to want a cookie to go
with it." The illustrations, neatly drawn, spaciously composed, and humorously
detailed, extend the story just the way picture book illustrations should.
Parish, Peggy. Amelia Bedelia Goes Camping; illus. by Lynn Sweat. Greenwillow, 1985.
84-7979. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04058-6; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04057-8. Library ed.
$8.88; Trade ed. $8.75.
Amelia Bedelia's fans will doubtless be satisfied; those for whom this is a first
Ad encounter may find this amusing because of the humor of a protagonist who takes
1-2 everything literally. If it's suggested that she pitch a tent, Amelia Bedelia pitches the
folded tent into the bushes; if she's told to catch a fish, she jumps into the stream,
catches a fish in her hands, then lets it go, mission accomplished. As in earlier
books, A.B. is perpetually clad in her maid's uniform plus an incongrous large-
brimmed, flower-trimmed hat. Some readers may feel that A.B. lacks intelligence or
is being typecast; others may accept her as matter-of-fact and comic. At any rate,
just at the point when her employers, who have taken her along, are getting irritated
at the way the expedition has been spoiled by A.B. (instead of sleeping bags and tent
stakes, she's packed grocery bags and steak) the maid produces a picnic so lavish
that all is forgiven. Funny, but a bit of a putdown.
Perez, Norah A. One Special Year. Houghton, 1985. 84-25258. ISBN 0-395-36693-3. 200p.
$12.95.
Jen, thirteen, is the major character in a family story that is set in a small town at
Ad the turn of the century. The book begins on New Year's Even, when they are expect-
6-8 ing the return of Ella, Mama's protegee, now a young widow. Jan is bothered when
her brother seems to be falling in love with Ella and more than bothered when she
begins to suspect that their father is doing the same thing. When Luke tells her
about Papa's previous infidelity, she's furious at both of them. Mama is cold and
undemonstrative, but Jen comes to understand all of them better in the year that is a
turning point in her maturation. It's also a year in which the beloved grandmother
who lives with the family dies, in which Jen acquires a boyfriend, and in which Luke
and Ella elope, planning to live together, unwed, in New York. The writing style is
smooth, the characters are drawn with firmness if not distinction, and the pace of
the story is maintained; what weakens the book is the lack of cohesion or direction.
D.V. Family relations; Growing up
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Petersen, P.J. Corky and the Brothers Cool Delacorte, 1985. 84-15579. ISBN 0-385-29377-1.
181p. $14.95.
Thirteen-year-old Tim, the narrator, welcomes Corky to the quiet California town
Ad of Carver; articulate to the point of glibness, sophisticated and patronizing, Corky
6-9 baffles Tim and alienates Tim's other friend Alfredo by his lies, his boasting, his
often-cruel practical jokes, and the way he uses others to gain selfish ends. It's
Corky who wants to call himself and the other two the "Brothers Cool" when they
buy an old car together. Dazzled at first, Tim finally tires of being taken advantage
of and turns against Corky. Petersen has done a good job of creating an amoral
adolescent whose overprotective mother thinks he's sensitive and maligned despite
his egregious rudeness to her. The author doesn't make a strong point of the fact
that Tim, as a minister's son, is finally swayed by ethical concepts (indeed, Alfredo
sees through and is disgusted with Corky much sooner than Tim) but does show in a
lively, often funny, but overwritten story that ethical concepts, once assimilated, can
prevail when an individual feels ambivalence.
D.V. Ethical concepts; Friendship values
Porte, Barbara Ann. The Kidnapping of Aunt Elizabeth. Greenwillow, 1985. 84-18757. ISBN
0-688-04302-X. 145p. $10.25.
Ashley, the narrator, is dismayed when she's required to write a family history as
R a social studies project. It isn't that there are dire secrets to hide, but that Ashley
5-7 knows her father will invent, her mother confuse, her uncle pad memories of the
past. This book doesn't have a story line; it's a series of reminiscences and they are
funny enough to compensate for the lack of a strong plot. Characters are firmly and
humorously drawn, there's enough selective remembering and creative lying to win a
tall tale contest, and the whole idea is fresh and imaginative.
D.V. Family relations
Potter, Beatrix. The Tale of Peter Rabbit and Other Stories; illus. by Lulu Delacre. Messner,
1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-671-54562-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-671-52403-8. 34p. Library
ed. $9.79; Trade ed. $6.95.
Three of Potter's stories are included here, "The Tailor of Gloucester" and "The
NR Tale of Jeremy Fisher" in addition to the title story. The latter has become a child-
K-2 ren's classic, but it is for her illustrations rather than for her writing that Beatrix
Potter attained status in the history of children's literature. It seems therefore point-
less to publish a book of Potter stories with illustrations by someone else. In this
case, the illustrations are of mediocre quality, being busy with details, wavery in
technique, and sentimentalized.
Quackenbush, Robert. Stage Door to Terror; written and illus. by Robert Quackenbush.
Prentice-Hall, 1985. 84-22295. ISBN 0-13-840364-3. 45p. $10.95.
Pink and yellow prevail in the busy, scratchy pictures of Parisian scenes in which
Ad all the characters are ducks. Notable among them are the famous ducktective Miss
2-4 Mallard and her nephew Willard Widgeon of the Swiss Police. Watching the grand-
daughter of an old friend perform at a nightclub, they are drawn into the action
when ducknapped Claudine is found and they learn that her dressing room has been
ransacked by a thief almost certainly looking for her grandmother's jewels. There
ensues a chase, a bit of deduction, and a bit of conclusion-jumping, and the case is
quickly solved. This has action, just a pinch of humor, and a nonsensical situation
to appeal to young independent readers.
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Rockwell, Anne. First Comes Spring; written and illus. by Anne Rockwell. Crowell, 1985.
84-45331. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04455-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04454-2. 28p.
Library ed. $9.89; Trade ed. $6.95.
In the spring, bulbs flower and the apple trees are in bloom; bear child wears
Ad boots and a jacket. Everybody's busy (double-page spread). What are they doing? A
2-5 second double-page spread, with figures isolated and labelled, repeats the activities
yrs. of the first. This pattern is repeated for summer, fall, and winter, extending the con-
cept that there are natural events for each season as well as appropriate activities and
clothing for each. The pages are filled with small, bright figures. Young children
enjoy using this kind of book for identification; its one weakness is that many of the
activities shown are not particularly related to the season in which they appear: play-
ing with blocks, for example, which is shown as a fall activity, or riding bicycles
(spring).
Rofes, Eric E., ed. The Kids' Book About Death and Dying: By and For Kids; written and
ed. by the Unit at Fayerweather Street School and Eric E. Rofes. Little, Brown,
1985. 85-180. ISBN 0-316-75390-4. 119p. $14.95.
This doesn't answer all questions about death, but it addresses most of the ques-
R tions, fears, beliefs, or misconceptions children have on the subject. It would be
5-8 more useful if it had an index, and it occasionally includes a statement that can be
challenged ("Miracles can and do happen... ") but it is a book that may seem more
accessible to readers than other books on the topic because it was compiled largely
by a group of young adolescents working with their teacher. The group based some
of its conclusions on individual experiences, or on interviews with sick people,
subject experts, or authorities on various aspects of the whole complex issue.
Chapters consider such facets of the problem as death of children, the death of older
relatives and parents, the possibility of life after death, funeral customs, legal defini-
tions of death, etc. There is a very brief list of books (seven) the group found help-
ful. If there is a single strong message from the writers to readers, it is that children
should be treated with respect and told the truth.
D.V. Death, adjustment to
Rue, Leonard Lee. Meet the Moose; written by Leonard Lee Rue with William Owen; illus.
with photographs by Leonard Lee Rue. Dodd, 1985. 84-26058. ISBN 0-396-08605-5.
72p. $8.95.
Widely known as a photographer of and writer about wild life, Rue here com-
Ad ments with informed enthusiasm and admiration about the large animal that has
4-6 (Rue says) an undeserved reputation for stolidity and awkwardness. This is not as
fluently written as Jack Scott's Moose, but it is longer and gives more peripheral
information. Chapters are devoted to such topics as antlers, eating habits, and
enemies, and together they give a comprehensive picture of habits, habitat, mating
and breeding patterns, etc. An index gives access to the sometimes repetitive contents.
Ryden, Hope. America's Bald Eagle; written and illus. with photographs by Hope Ryden.
Putnam, 1985. 84-18234. ISBN 0-399-21181-0. 60p. $11.95.
A naturalist who specializes in North American wildlife and a competent photog-
R rapher, Ryden describes the bird that is our national symbol in a clearly written and
5-9 profusely illustrated continuous text. The book gives the usual kind of information
found in descriptions of individual species (appearance, mating, nesting and breed-
ing, physical changes during the life cycle, etc.) but Ryden also communicates to
readers her admiration and affection for the bald eagle. A relative index gives access
to the contents of a book that is accurate, comprehensive, and readable.
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Schumacher, Claire. King of the Zoo; written and illus. by Claire Schumacher. Morrow,
1985. 84-1099. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04132-9; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04131-0. 31p.
Library ed. $11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
Bright colors and animation in line and wash pictures illustrate a slightly frenetic
M fantasy about Alphonso the kindly zookeeper and the naughty animals who irritate
2-4 visitors and who have a riotous night of play when he forgets to lock the monkeys'
yrs. cage and they let the other animals out to run riot. Returning, Alphonso is horrified,
thinking his beloved albeit naughty pets have run away-but they jump out,
shouting "Surprise," apologize for their misbehavior, and close with "We want to
keep you-the King of the Zoo!" The combined appeals of no-consequences naught-
iness and animal subjects should attract the lap audience, but the story is weak and
the illustrations do not compensate for its deficiencies.
Schwartz, David M. How Much is a Million?; illus. by Steven Kellogg. Lothrop, 1985.
84-5736. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04050-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04049-7. 37p.
Library ed. $14.88; Trade ed. $15.00.
Children are often intrigued by or confused about (sometimes both) very large
R numbers. Here Schwartz uses concepts that are simple to help readers conceptualize
K-3 astronomical numbers like a million, billion, and trillion. Examples: If a million
* children climbed on each other's shoulders, they would reach higher into the sky
than airplanes can fly; if a billion of them made a human tower, it would reach past
the moon. Some of the concepts can best be understood if there is previous knowl-
edge (like the distance to the moon) but this is on the whole a successful effort.
Extensive notes in small print seem addressed to adults. Kellogg's bouncy, vibrant
pictures, however, are colorful and funny and indubitably addressed to children.
C.U. Mathematics
Shreve, Susan. How I Saved the World on Purpose; illus. by Suzanne Richardson. Holt,
1985. 84-25154. ISBN 0-03-070456-1. 64p. $10.95.
Miranda, nine, explains that when the people next door adopted a baby from
Ad Cambodia, she first realized how many of the world's children needed protection.
3-5 She joins Children Against Nuclear War, initiates a visit to the President, and is dis-
appointed when he spends the brief interview time talking to a boy she dislikes,
Freddie. Then she founds a group that provides after-school activity for latchkey
children; when Freddie shows signs of wanting to take over this group, too, Miranda
finally thinks of a way to establish a relationship that's cooperative rather than
hostile. This has some lively moments, but it seems almost more a message book
than a story, focusing on Miranda's feelings of responsibility and compassion, and
her growing understanding of the dynamics of personal relationships. Shreve writes
smoothly, but her heroine isn't quite convincing either as nine-year-old social
reformer or a successful organizer: the letter to Washington results in a quick invita-
tion, and the latchkey project is an easy success.
D.V. Consideration of others
Shura, Mary Francis. The Search for Grissi, illus. by Ted Lewin. Dodd, 1985. 84-28624.
ISBN 0-396-08584-9. 126p. $10.95.
Grissi the cat, once a stray, has come to be loved by Peter, the narrator, his
Ad younger sister DeeDee, and their parents. They have just moved to Brooklyn and
4-6 Peter has made no friends at school, while DeeDee has friends in her classroom and
in the neighborhood. In the search for Grissi, who's been chased off by a dog (and
does not come back) Peter discovers a colony of stray cats and makes a friend of the
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boy who is feeding them and is in his class. It isn't quite believable that tender-
hearted DeeDee manages to convince a series of neighbors to take all of the strays,
and it's a bit coincidental that the one friendly classmate should also be the other
cat-lover, but the book has many positive qualities: the shared concern for homeless
animals, the relationships within Peter's family, and the growing rapport between
Peter and his hitherto-scorned sibling. The writing style is smooth and nicely paced;
the illustrations are Ted Lewin at his best, and that's very good indeed.
D.V. Adaptability; Animals, kindess to; Brothers-sisters; Friendship values
Shyer, Marlene Fanta. Grandpa Ritz and the Luscious Lovelies. Scribner, 1985. 85-2332.
ISBN 0-684-18408-7. 170p. $12.95.
Philip, the narrator, is a young adolescent who is dejected when his parents
Ad announce they are sending him to spend the summer with his grandfather, recently
6-8 bereaved and living in a retirement community. What Philip finds is that several
elderly women are pursuing Grandpa, who is definitely not interested, still very
depressed, and given to holding long conversations with his dead wife (overheard by
Philip) when he's alone late at night. Philip is treated royally by all the "luscious
lovelies" and has a happier summer than he expected, and the book ends on a posi-
tive note as Grandpa decides he can afford to be more friendly to his female friends.
In fact, at the end of the story there is a newcomer who seems to have captivated
Grandpa completely. This gives a stereotyped picture of sex roles, and the fulcrum
for the change of heart (Grandpa says Grandma has told him "'Stop looking back,
Al, get on with it.' That's what she said, honest to God, Philly. Then she said,
'Good-bye, I love you,' and she disappeared, right like that,") is contrived. In sum,
either Grandpa is a little off-track or this is meant to be a last minute fantasy.
D.V. Grandparent-child relations
Simon, Seymour. 101 Questions and Answers about Dangerous Animals; illus. by Ellen Fried-
man. Macmillan, 1985. 84-42975. ISBN 0-02-782710-0. 88p. $10.95.
With material divided by types of animals (there are five chapters on mammalian
R species,s for example) and an index that gives access to the contents, this question
3-6 and answer book has minor reference use. Simon provides facts and refutes com-
monly-held misconceptions as he answers such questions as: Are gorillas dangerous?
Is there a dangerous humanlike ape in the world? Is the orang-utan dangerous? Are
chimpanzees dangerous? Are there any dangerous monkeys? The author doesn't use
scare tactics, but he does suggest sensible safety precautions when they are needed;
his writing style is authoritative and straightforward.
C.U. Nature study; Science
Simon, Seymour. Shadow Magic; illus. by Stella Ormai. Lothrop, 1985. 84-4433. Library ed. ISBN
0-688-02682-6; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02681-8. 42p. Library ed. $10.88; Trade ed. $10.25.
Line and wash drawings, adequate in illustrating textual comments but noticeably
R awkward in the drawings of children's faces, show shadows in good correlation with
K-2 a very simply written text. Simon explains that shadows are caused by a solid object's
blockage of light, that size and direction of shadows change in relation to the changed
position of the source. Directions are given for making a shadow clock, and there are
several pages devoted to pictures that test the viewer's ability to apply what has been
learned from the text. This is a good example of an appropriate introduction of a
scientific topic at an elementary level, and it's a topic about which almost all children
are curious.
C.U. Science
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Singer, Marilyn. A Clue in Code; illus. by Judy Glasser. Harper, 1985. 84-48335. Library ed. ISBN
0-06-02567-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-025634-6. 54p. Library ed. $8.89; Trade ed. $8.95.
This is more cohesive in structure than earlier stories about the twins, Sam and Dave,
R whose detective efforts are implemented by the participation of their classmate Rita.
3-5 Here there is a double mystery: who stole the class money that was in their teacher's
locker, and who stole the comics belonging to Willie, chief suspect in the case of the
missing money? There's a bit of coincidence in the unraveling of the plot, but Rita's
decoding of a note, and the combining of clues and observation by the twins result in
the solution of the mystery. The style is light, the dialogue natural, the solution and the
dispensation of justice (clement) logical.
Stevenson, James. Emma; written and illus. by James Stevenson. Greenwillow, 1985. 84-4141.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04021-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04020-9. 30p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
What is more satisfying, when you're young, than besting the very people (or witches)
R that taunted you? Emma is a small witch with bouncy red curls, and she pleads with
K-2 nasty adult witches Lavinia and Dolores to teach her how to fly. All they do is laugh
when she falls-so Emma, with the help of her friends Botsford and Roland (cat and
owl) plays a few tricks on the other witches that have them gasping with jealousy at her
apparent prowess. The scrabbly, lively wash and line pictures are in cartoon mode, with
dialogue in balloons, comic-strip style. If a strong sense of justice and harmless revenge
appeal (they usually do) this lighthearted adventure should be one of Stevenson's many
successes.
Swindells, Robert. Brother in the Land. Holiday House, 1985. 84-22362. ISBN 0-8234-0556-7.
151p. $10.95.
An adolescent boy describes life in an English village-what's left of it-after an
R atomic bomb has fallen. Danny's mother is killed instantly, his father subsequently shot
6-9 for hoarding; the only two people alive for whom Danny cares deeply are his little
brother Ben, and the girl he loves, Kim. The writing is flawed ("She smelled horribly,"
rather than "horrible;" a repeated use of "They listened out for...") and the story is
not always coherent, but the book does succeed in giving a dramatic and depressing
picture of the aftermath of nuclear war.
C.U. Social studies
Tolles, Martha. Darci and the Dance Contest. Lodestar, 1985. 84-28840. ISBN 0-525-67166-8.
99p. $11.95.
Darci's family has just moved across the country and she hopes she can make friends
M at her new school. A neighbor, Nathan, seems to be a tease; a girl at school, Lisa, seems
4-6 to be the most self-assured sixth grade classmate. Readers of new-at-school stories will
probably recognize the formula quickly and predict that Lisa is going to be jealous and
vengeful and that Nathan is going to become slightly more than a friend. The
predictable climax comes when Nathan asks Darci to be his partner for the sixth grade
dance contest, which they win. Final scene: a chaste, hasty kiss. The writing style shows
some potential, although it is marred by repetition and by some flat passages; the
characters are stock figures.
D.V. Adaptability; Age-mate relations
Tomalin, Ruth. Little Nasty. Faber, 1985. ISBN 0-571-13420-3. 70p. illus. $10.95.
Due to a combination of situations (father away, mother in hospital, immediate
neighbor on vacation) Anna is taken in by a kindly woman whose two children, Linnet
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Ad and Robin, are malicious bullies so clever that their mother never sees through their
3-5 facade of innocence. It is they who find out that Anna's real name is Anastasia; they
dub her "Little Nasty" and torment her and her pet cat. The writing style is adequate if just
a little sugary; Anna is a sympathetic character, and the situation is believable albeit not
developed with any pace or color, the ending is pat, with Anna making new friends, and
both Mother and Daddy turning up, she from the hospital and he from a job in Scotland.
D.V. Animals, kindess to
Vevers, Gwynne. Your Body: Skin and Bone; illus. by Sarah Pooley. Lothrop, 1984. 83-18757.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-02821-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02820-9. 24p. Library ed. $7.63;
Trade ed. $8.25.
One of a series of four books (the others are on the muscular, respiratory, and circu-
Ad latory systems) has a text that is accurate and lucidly written; this gives the same sort of
2-4 information that has been presented in many previously published books about human
anatomy and the ways the body parts function. The book is crowded at times by a
plethora of small-scale figures that appear on almost every page, often with balloon
comments or captions and not infrequently more flippant than informative. Diagrams
are adequately drawn and labelled; a brief index to the two-part text is included.
C.U. Science
Warrener. A Picnic for Bunnykins; illus. by Walter Hayward. Viking Kestrel, 1985. 83-23532.
ISBN 0-670-80052-X. 22p. $4.95.
"Once upon a bunnytime," this sugary little story begins, Mr. Bunnykins suggested a
M picnic to his family. "Hurrah! Hurrah! A picnic," they all shouted as they clapped their
3-5 paws. Laden by a very large basket of food, they walked and climbed; then they ate the
yrs. food, then all the little bunnies romped about, then they all went home. There's nothing
offensive about this, but it is unoriginal and is pedestrian in text and illustration.
Windsor, Patricia. The Sandman's Eyes. Delacorte, 1985. 84-19888. ISBN 0-385-29381-X. 271p.
$15.95.
Michael begins his story with his return to his grandfather's house after two years in a
R school to which he had been sent when he had become disoriented after witnessing a
7-10 murder. But the murderer had never been identified, and Michael knew that many peo-
ple still suspected him and was determined to find out, if he could, what had really hap-
pened. Into this quest, which progresses with deft unfolding, are woven a new friend-
ship, the end of an old love and the beginning of a new one, a changing relationship
between Michael and his grandparents, and a stunning revelation about his own parents.
This is so smoothly put together, with all its drama and suspense, that its intricacy is sel-
dom apparent and never cumbersome. This has more depth of characterization than
most thrillers, but a thriller it is.
D.V. Grandparent-child relations; Self-confidence
Wolff, Ashley, ad. The Bells ofLondon; ad. and illus. by Ashley Wolff. Dodd, 1985. 84-13787.
ISBN 0-396-08485-0. 31p. $12.95.
This will probably be of less interest to American children, few of whom will know
Ad the verses, than to the British audience for whom they are a part of their folk heritage.
K-3 Linoleum block prints, in full color, illustrate the verses about the bells of London
churches, and graft upon them a story about a boy and a girl who rescue and liberate a
tame bird. Wolff incorporates into her pictures details of the verses, but they are always
in the background ("Kettles and pans, say the bells of St. Anne's," or "You owe me
five farthings, say the bells of St. Martin's.") of the rather heavily handsome pictures.
Erratum notice: Books Kids Will Sit StillFor was erroneously cited on the back cover of the April
issue as a $4.95 paperback. It is paperbound, but the correct price is $11.95.
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Clan Ground. Bell. 80.
CLEARY. Ramona Forever. 2.
CLEAVER. ABC. 162.
CLEMENTS. Coming About. 20.
CLIMO. Gopher, Tanker, and the Admiral. 2.
The Cloud. Ray. 34.
A Clown Like Me. Oppenheimer. 173.
A Clue in Code. Singer. 218.
COHEN, C. Sally Ann Thunder Ann Whirlwind
Crockett. 181.
COHEN, M. Born to Dance Samba. 3.
- . Starring First Grade. 203.
COLDREY. How Life Begins: A Look at Birth
and Care in the Animal World. 174.
COLE, B. The Winter Wren. 21.
COLE, J. How You Were Born. 102.
- . A New Treasury of Children's Poetry:
Old Favorites and New Discoveries. 21.
COLE, S. When the Tide is Low. 162.
COLLARD. Two Young Dancers: Their World
of Ballet. 21.
COLMAN. Just the Two of Us. 43.
--- . Nobody Told Me What I Need to Know.
43.
Colors to Talk About. Lionni. 188.
Come Sing, Jimmy Jo. Paterson. 191.
The Comet and You. Krupp. 151.
Comets. Branley. 41.
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Comets, Meteors, and Asteroids: Rocks in
Space. Darling. 183.
Coming About. Clements. 20.
Commodore Perry in the Land of the Shogun.
Blumberg. 201.
The Complete Computer Popularity Program.
Strasser. 117.
Computer Kids. Sullivan. 35.
The Computer Nut. Byars. 81.
Computer Sense, Computer Nonsense. Simon.
116.
Computers in the Home. Lyttle. 88.
CONE. The Big Squeeze. 122.
Confessions of a Prime Time Kid. Harris. 206.
CONFORD. You Never Can Tell. 102.
CONOVER. The Wizard's Daughter. 103.
CONRAD. I Don't Live Here! 81.
Cooking the Polish Way. Zamojska-Hutchins.
137.
COONEY. I'm Not Your Other Half. 43.
COOPER. Unicorn Moon. 103.
CORBETT. Down With Wimps! 103.
- . The Trouble with Diamonds. 143.
CORBLISHLEY. The Romans. 3.
CORCORAN. Mystery on Ice. 122.
- . The Woman in Your Life. 63.
COREN. Arthur and the Purple Panic. 162.
COREY. New Shoes! 204.
Corky and the Brothers Cool. Petersen. 214.
CORMIER. Beyond the Chocolate War. 143.
CORWIN. Easter Fun. 103.
- . Thanksgiving Fun. 3.
COSNER. "Paper" Through the Ages. 123.
COUNSEL. But Martin! 123.
- . A Dragon in Class 4. 21.
Cowboy. Wolf. 158.
Cowboys Don't Cry. Halvorson. 184.
COWEN. A Spy for Freedom: The Story of
Sarah Aaronsohn. 163.
COX. Ayu and the Perfect Moon. 123.
Cracker Johnson. Byars. 203.
Cranes at Dusk. Matsubara. 171.
Crazy Quilt. Riley. 53.
Creepy-Mouse Coming to Get You. Holland.
167.
CRESSWELL. Bagthorpes Abroad. 22.
CREWS. School Bus. 22.
Crocodile Plaster. Watts. 136.
CROSS. Born of the Sun. 123.
- . On the Edge. 181.
CROW. The Wonderful World of Seals and
Whales. 143.
CRUMP. Exploring America's Valleys from the
Shenandoah to the Rio Grande. 144.
The Cult Movement. Johnson. 48.
The Curse. Weinburg. 17.
CURTIS. The Story of Elsie and Jane. 4.
CUTCHINS. Are Those Animals Real?: How
Museums Prepare Wildlife Exhibits. 163.
CUYLER. Sir William and the Pumpkin
Monster. 22.
Dabble Duck. Ellis. 104.
Daddy, Play with Me! Watanabe. 197.
Daddy's Coming Home! Hoopes. 47.
Daffodils in the Snow. Gaeddert. 44.
DAHL. Boy: Tales of Childhood. 82.
Dairy Farming. Patterson. 12.
DALLAS-SMITH. Trouble for Trumpets. 104.
. Trumpets in Grumpetland. 182.
DALMAIS. The Elephant's Airplane and Other
Machines. 182.
DAMON. Willo Mancifoot and the Mugga Killa
Whomps. 144.
Dance a Step Closer. Ryan. 94.
The Dancing Meteorite. Mason. 90.
The Dani Trap. Levy. 49.
DANK. The 3-D Traitor. 82.
DANZIGER. It's an Aardvark-Eat-Turtle
World. 182.
Darci and the Dance Contest. Tolles. 218.
Dark and Full of Secrets. Carrick. 63.
The Dark of the Tunnel. Naylor. 212.
DARLING. Comets, Meteors, and Asteroids:
Rocks in Space. 183.
DAVIES, H. Flossie Teacake's Fur Coat. 144.
DAVIES, V. Miracle on 34th Street. 43.
DAVIS, E. Bruno the Pretzel Man. 124.
DAVIS, M. Rickety Witch. 22.
The Day the Teacher Went Bananas. Howe. 67.
Days, Weeks and Months. Joy. 68.
The Daywatchers. Parnall. 133.
Deborah Sampson Goes to War. Stevens. 16.
DECKER. Stripe Presents the ABC's. 124.
DE CLEMENTS. Seventeen and In-Between. 124.
DeDe Takes Charge! Hurwitz. 48.
DELTON. I'll Never Love Anything Ever Again.
204.
- .Near Occasion of Sin. 64.
DE Mejo. The Forty-Niner. 204.
DE PAOLA. The First Christmas. 23.
Department Store. Gibbons. 5.
Devil on My Back. Hughes. 148.
Devil's Race. Avi. 39.
DEWITT. Jamie's Turn. 145.
DI CERTO. The Wall People (In Search of a
Home). 183.
DICKENS. Mickey's Christmas Carol. 23.
DICKINSON. Healer. 163.
Dictionary of Animals. Chinery. 81.
A Different Kind of Love. Borich. 201
Different, Not Dumb. Marek. 153.
Dinosaurs Are Different. Aliki. 179.
Does Candy Grow On Trees? Rice. 133.
Dogsong. Paulsen. 174.
DOLAN. The Julian Messner Sports Question
and Answer Book. 145.
Doll's Houses: Life in Miniature. Glubok. 26.
DOMANSKA. Busy Monday Morning. 204.
DONNELLY. True-Life Treasure Hunts. 104.
Don't Touch My Room. Lakin. 169.
Doomsday Plus Twelve. Forman. 105.
Down with Wimps! Corbett. 103.
DOWNIE. The New Wind Has Wings: Poems
from Canada. 145.
Downtown. Mazer. 51.
DOYLE. Angel Square. 145.
A Dragon in Class 4. Counsel. 21.
Dragon Steel. Yep. 178.
DRAGONWAGON. Always, Always. 4.
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- . Jemima Remembers. 124.
Draw 50 Horses. Ames. 19.
DRESCHER. Looking for Santa Claus. 4.
DUMAS. The Three Musketeers. 125.
DUNREA. Fergus and Bridey. 164.
- . Ravena. 64.
Easter Fun. Corwin. 103.
Easter Poems. Livingston. 189.
Easy Connections. Berry. 1.
ECKE. The Midnight Chess Game. 164.
EDELMAN. I Love My Baby Sister (Most of the
Time). 82.
The Edge. Betancourt. 201.
EDWARDS. George Midgett's War. 205.
Eeps, Creeps. It's My Room! Hickman. 47.
EHRLICH. Bunnies All Day Long. 205.
- .Bunnies and Their Grandma. 205.
Eleanor Roosevelt, With Love: A Centenary
Remembrance. Roosevelt. 115.
Electronics Basics. Laron. 10.
The Elephant's Airplane and Other Machines.
Dalmais. 182.
Elizabeth. Roberts. 12.
ELLIS. Dabble Duck. 104.
The Emergency Room. Rockwell. 193.
Emma. Stevenson. 218.
Emma's Dragon Hunt. Stock. 95.
The Emperor's New Clothes. Andersen. 119.
Encyclopedia Brown's Book of Wacky Sports.
Sobol. 74.
An End to Perfect. Newton. 72.
The Equal Rights Amendment: The History and
the Movement. Whitney. 158.
ERLANGER. Jane Fonda: More than a Movie
Star. 23.
ESPELAND. The Cat Walked Through the
Casserole and Other Poems for Children. 105.
An Evening at Alfie's. Hughes. 128.
The Everlasting Hills. Hunt. 207.
EVERNDEN. The Kite Song. 23.
Exploring America's Valleys from the
Shenandoah to the Rio Grande. 144.
Exploring with Lasers. Filson. 82.
EYERLY. Angel Baker, Thief. 64.
FADIMAN. The World Treasury of Children's
Literature. 64.
Faithfully, Tru. Baehr. 99.
Falcon's Tor. Lamplugh. 9.
A Family in France. Jacobsen. 88.
Fangs Aren't Everything. Hill. 206.
Fantasy Summer. Pfeffer. 33.
Farm Animals. Greeley. 84.
Fat Man in a Fur Coat and Other Bear Stories.
Schwartz. 94.
Favorite Stories of the Ballet. Riordan. 93.
Faye and Dolores. Samuels. 155.
Feeling Safe, Feeling Strong. Terkel. 96.
Feelings. Aliki. 59.
Fergus and Bridey. Dunrea. 164.
FILSON. Exploring with Lasers. 82.
The Finding. Bawden. 180.
FINKELSTEIN. Remember Not to Forget: A
Memory of the Holocaust. 164.
FINNEY. Noise Pollution. 146.
Fire and Hemlock. Jones. 68.
Fire! Fire! Gibbons. 65.
Fire Island Forfeit. Chambers. 63.
Fire Trucks. Marston. 131.
The First Christmas. De Paola. 23.
First Comes Spring. Rockwell. 215.
First Your Penny. Hill. 186.
FISHER, LEONARD. The Olympians: Great
Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Greece. 44.
FISHER, LOIS. Rachel Vellars, How Could
You? 4.
FITZ-RANDOLPH. Rams, Roms, & Robots.
109.
Fix-Up Service. Jones. 187.
FLEISCHMAN. McBroom's Almanac. 44.
FLEMING. Welcome to Grossville. 164.
Flip the Switch. Ziefert. 137.
Flossie Teacake's Fur Coat. Davies. 144.
FLOURNOY. The Patchwork Quilt. 146.
Footprints Up My Back. Holl. 27.
FOREMAN. Cat & Canary. 165.
Forgotten Animals: The Rehabilitation of
Laboratory Animals. Koebner. 9.
FORMAN. Doomsday Plus Twelve. 105.
FORSHAY-LUNSFORD. Walk Through Cold
Fire. 183.
The Forty-Niner. De Mejo. 204.
FOSTER. A Very First Poetry Book. 183.
The Foundling Fox. Korschunow. 49.
Four Horses for Tishtry. Yarbro. 198.
The Fourth Floor Twins and the Fish Snitch
Mystery. Adler. 139.
Fourth of July. Joosse. 167.
FOX, M. Women Astronauts: Aboard the
Shuttle. 165.
FOX, P. One-Eyed Cat. 24.
Fox All Week. Marshall. 89.
The Fragile Flag. Langton. 69.
FRENCH, F. Future Story. 24.
FRENCH, M. Lifeguards Only Beyond This
Point. 105.
FRESCHET. Raccoon Baby. 24.
FRIEDMAN. How My Parents Learned to Eat.
83.
FRITZ. China Homecoming. 205.
From Bed to Bus. Barbato. 139.
From Spore to Spore: Ferns and How They
Grow. Wexler. 157.
From the Door of the White House. Bruce. 62.
Future Story. French. 24.
GACKENBACH. Poppy the Panda. 105.
GAEDDERT. Daffodils in the Snow. 44.
- . Your Former Friend, Matthew. 24.
Gaffer Samson's Luck. Walsh. 97.
GALDONE. The Teeny-Tiny Woman: A Ghost
Story. 83.
GALLENCAMP. The Mystery of the Ancient
Maya. 211.
GALLO. Sixteen Short Stories by Outstanding
Writers for Young Adults. 106.
GALLOWAY. When You Were Little and I Was
Big. 45.
GANS. Rock Collecting. 83.
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GANTOS. Rotten Ralph's Rotten Christmas. 5.
GARDNER. The Look Again...and Again, and
Again and Again Book. 45.
A Gathering of Gargoyles. Pierce. 114.
Gavriel and Jemal: Two Boys of Jerusalem.
Ashabranner. 60.
GAY. Take Me for a Ride. 184.
GEE. The World Around the Corner. 25.
GEISERT. Pa's Balloon and Other Pig Tales.
25.
GENTLE. A Hawk in Silver. 125.
George and Martha Back in Town. Marshall. 31.
George Midgett's War. Edwards. 205.
GERMAN. Mattie's Money Tree. 146.
Germs Make Me Sick! Berger. 200.
GERRARD. Sir Cedric. 83.
GERSTEIN. Prince Sparrow. 5.
The Ghost in the Lagoon. Carlson. 143.
A Ghostly Business. Krensky. 49.
GIBBONS. Department Store. 5.
- . Fire! Fire. 65.
- . Halloween. 25.
- . The Milk Makers. 165.
- . Playgrounds. 184.
- . The Seasons of Arnold's Apple Tree.
106.
GIBLIN. Walls: Defenses Throughout History.
106.
GIFF. In the Dinosaur's Paw. 125.
- . Rat Teeth. 5.
GIKOW. Sprocket's Christmas Tale. 25.
GILLHAM. Let's Look for Colors. 83.
- . Let's Look for Numbers. 83.
- . Let's Look for Opposites. 83.
--- . Let's Look for Shapes. 83.
GILSON. Hello, My Name is Scrambled Eggs.
205.
GIRARD. My Body is Private. 125.
. Who Is a Stranger and What Should I
Do? 126.
The Girl and the Moon Man. Winter. 75.
The Girl with a Voice. Woodford. 37.
The Giver. Hall. 147.
GLASS. My Brother Tries to Make Me Laugh.
25.
GLUBOK. Doll's Houses: Life in Miniature. 26.
GOFFSTEIN. A Writer. 45.
The Good Luck Dog. Hess. 186.
Good-bye, Glamour Girl. Tamar. 75.
Goodbye Old Year, Hello New Year. Modell. 71.
Goodnight Hattie, My Dearie, My Dove.
Schertle. 194.
GOODWIN. Cargo. 84.
Gopher, Tanker, and the Admiral. Climo. 2.
GORBATY. Baby Ben's Book of Colors. 184.
Gordon Goes to School. Smith. 55.
The Gorilla Signs Love. Brenner. 41.
Gorman and the Treasure Chest. Stadler. 15.
GOUDGE. Before It's Too Late. 165.
Grace. Skorpen. 74.
GRAEBER. The Thing in Kat's Attic. 126.
Grandfather Twilight. Berger. 120.
Grandma and Grandpa. Oxenbury. 173.
Grandma's House. Moore. 153.
Grandpa Ritz and the Luscious Lovelies. Shyer.
217.
Grandparents: A Special Kind of Love.
LeShan. 111.
Grandparents' Houses: Poems About
Granparents. Streich. 95.
Granpa. Burningham. 161.
GRANT. Beauty and the Beast: the Coevolution
of Plants and Animals. 166.
Great Horse Stories. LeVert. 151.
Great Painters. Ventura. 96.
Greedy Zebra. Hadithi. 85.
GREELEY, illus. Farm Animals. 84.
GREEN. Werewolf of London. 184.
Green Andrew Green. Holland. 67.
The Green Book of Hob Stories. Mayne. 32.
GREENBERG. Sherlock Holmes Through Time
and Space. 79.
- . Young Extraterrestrials. 60.
- . Young Monsters. 180.
GREENE. Isabelle Shows Her Stuff. 84.
GREENWALD. Valentine Rosy. 84.
GRETZ. It's Your Turn, Roger! 146.
. Teddy Bears Cure a Cold. 147.
GRIGOLI. Service Industries. 45.
GRIMM. Hansel and Gretel. 126.
- . The Sleeping Beauty. 65.
A Guide to the Imaginary Birds of the World.
Nigg. 132.
Guinea Pigs Don't Read Books. Bare. 180.
GUNTHER. A Spy for Freedom: The Story of
Sarah Aaronsohn. 163.
GYULNAZARYAN. Little Arthur's Sun. 147.
HACKER. Carl Sandburg. 5.
HADDAD. The Last Ride. 85.
HADITHI. Greedy Zebra. 85.
HAGUE. Alphabears: An ABC Book. 6.
HAINEY. From the Door of the White House.
62.
HALEY. Birdsong. 85.
HALL, D. The Man Who Lived Alone. 126.
HALL, L. The Boy in the Off-White Hat. 106.
- . The Giver. 147.
Halloween. Gibbons. 25.
HALSEY. Macmillan Dictionary for Students.
26.
HALVORSON. Cowboys Don't Cry. 184.
HAMILTON, D. Joel's Other Mother. 107.
HAMILTON, V. Junius Over Far. 148.
---. A Little Love. 6.
- . The People Could Fly: American Black
Folk Tales. 206.
Handles. Mark. 171.
Hansel and Gretel. Grimm. 126.
Happy Mother's Day. Kroll. 151.
Happy New Year. Kelley. 28.
HARRANTH. My Old Grandad. 46.
HARRIS, G. The Seventh Gate. 46.
HARRIS, M. Confessions of a Prime Time Kid.
206.
HARRIS, R. Zed. 6.
HARRISON, J. Nature's Secret World. 148.
HARRISON, M. The Oxford Book of Christmas
Poems. 26.
Harry & Hortense at Hormone High. Zindel. 76.
HASKINS. Space Challenger: The Story of
Guion Bluford. 65.
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HASS. From the Door of the White House. 62.
HASSALL. Nowhere to Hide. 65.
The Haunting of SafeKeep. Bunting. 181.
HAUTZIG. Little Witch's Big Night. 86.
- . A Visit to the Sesame Street Hospital.
185.
A Hawk in Silver. Gentle. 125.
HAWKINS. Snap! Snap. 86.
- . Take Away Monsters. 26.
HAYES. No Autographs, Please. 86.
He Is Risen: The Easter Story. Bible. 140.
He Noticed I'm Alive... and Other Hopeful
Signs. Sharmat. 55.
Healer. Dickinson. 163.
HEARN. Woosh! I Hear a Sound. 46.
HEDDERICK. Katie Morag Delivers the Mail.
47.
HEIDE. Time Flies. 66.
. Treehorn's Wish. 6.
HEILBRONER. Tom the T.V. Cat. 66.
HEINE. The Pearl. 166.
Hello, My Name is Scrambled Eggs. Gilson. 205.
HENKES. Return to Sender. 7.
Henri Mouse. Mendoza. 211.
HENRY. Our First Pony. 127.
Henry's Busy Day. Campbell. 121.
Henry's Fourth of July. Keller. 168.
Henry's Tower. Rosen. 193.
Here's Looking At You, Kid. Zalben. 38.
HERMAN. Millie Cooper, 3-B. 185.
HERMES. A Solitary Secret. 185.
The Hero and the Crown. McKinley. 30.
HERRIOT. Moses the Kitten. 107.
HERTZ. Tobias Catches Trout. 7.
HERZIG. Thaddeus. 86.
HESLEWOOD. Tales of Sea and Shore. 166.
HESS. The Good Luck Dog. 186.
HEWETT. When You Fight the Tiger. 127.
HEWITT. Two By Two: The Untold Story. 66.
HICKMAN. Eeps, Creeps. It's My Room! 47.
. Last Week My Brother Anthony Died.
107.
HIGHWATER. The Ceremony of Innocence.
166.
HILL, D. First Your Penny. 186.
HILL, ELIZABETH. Fangs Aren't Everything.
206.
HILL, ERIC. Spot Goes to School. 66.
HINES. All By Myself. 167.
. Maybe A Band-Aid Will Help. 67.
HIRSCH. I Love Hanukkah. 27.
- . I Love Passover. 186.
Hi-Yo, Fido! Barrett. 120.
HOBAN, L. Arthur's Halloween Costume. 7.
HOBAN, T. Is It Larger? Is It Smaller? 148.
- . Is It Rough? Is It Smooth? Is It
Shiny? 27.
- . 1,2,3. 127.
--- . What Is It? 127.
The Hobbit, or There and Back Again. Tolkien.
96.
The Hockey Sweater. Carrier. 102.
HODGES. If You Had a Horse: Steeds of
Myth and Legend. 87.
---. Saint George and the Dragon. 27.
HOFFMAN, E. Nutcracker. 67.
. The Strange Child. 87.
HOFFMAN, S. What's Under That Rock? 207.
HOLABIRD. Angelina and the Princess. 87.
HOLL. Footprints Up My Back. 27.
HOLLAND, B. Creepy-Mouse Coming to Get
You. 167.
HOLLAND, I. Green Andrew Green. 67.
- . The Island. 108.
HOLLYER. How Why When Where. 87.
HOLMES. Pierced and Pretty. 7.
Home Before Midnight. Mother Goose. 32.
Home in the Sky. Baker. 61.
Homesmind. Sargent. 134.
HONEYCUTT. Invisible Lissa. 207.
HOOPES. Daddy's Coming Home. 47.
Hooray for Snail! Stadler. 117.
HOPKINS. Surprises. 47.
HOPPER. Ape Ears and Beaky. 108.
The House from Morning to Night. Bour. 180.
A House Like a Lotus. L'Engle. 70.
The House That Jack Built. Mother Goose. 153.
How Did We Find Out About Robots? Asimov.
159.
How Do You Know It's True? Klein. 168.
How God Got Christian into Trouble.
Wojciechowska. 177.
How I Saved the World on Purpose. Shreve.
216.
How It Feels When Parents Divorce. Krementz.
110.
How Life Begins: A Look at Birth and Care in
the Animal World. Rankin. 174.
How Much is a Million? Schwartz. 216.
How My Parents Learned to Eat. Friedman. 83.
How Why When Where. Hollyer. 87.
How You Were Born. Cole. 102.
HOWE. The Day the Teacher Went Bananas.
67.
-- . The Muppet Guide to Magnificent
Manners. 87.
HOWKER. Badger on the Barge and Other
Stories. 186.
HUGHES, D. Nutty and the Case of the
Mastermind Thief. 127.
HUGHES, M. Devil on My Back. 148.
HUGHES, S. An Evening at Alfie's. 128.
HUGHEY. The Question Box. 149.
HULME. Let's Look for Colors. 83.
---. Let's Look for Numbers. 83.
---. Let's Look for Opposites. 83.
---. Let's Look for Shapes. 83.
Humbug Potion: An A-B-Cipher. Balian. 19.
HUNT. The Everlasting Hills. 207.
HURD. Mama Don't Allow. 28.
Hurry Home, Grandma! Olson. 33.
HURWITZ. The Adventures of Ali Baba
Bernstein. 187.
- . DeDe Takes Charge! 48.
Hush Little Baby. Winter. 18.
HUTCHINS. The Very Worst Monster. 149.
HUTTON. Beauty and the Beast. 187.
HYDE, D. Island of the Loons. 108.
HYDE, M. Sexual Abuse: Let's Talk About It.
28.
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I Be Somebody. Irwin. 7.
I Can-Can You? Level 3. Parish. 53.
I Don't Live Here! Conrad. 81.
I Hear. Isadora. 150.
I Know a Lady. Zolotow. 77.
I Love Hanukkah. Hirsh. 27.
I Love My Baby Sister (Most of the Time).
Edelman. 82.
I Love Passover. Hirsh. 185.
I See. Isadora. 187.
I Stay Near You. Kerr. 188.
If It Weren't For Sebastian. Ure. 197.
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie. Numeroff. 213.
If You Had a Horse: Steeds of Myth and
Legend. Hodges. 87.
If You Seek Adventure. Testa. 16.
Ike and Mama and the Seven Surprises. Snyder.
136.
I'll Never Love Anything Ever Again. Delton.
204.
I'm Coming to Get You!. Ross. 54.
I'm Not Your Other Half. Cooney. 43.
Imogene's Antlers. Small. 176.
The Important Visitor. Oxenbury. 72.
Imps-Demons-Hobgoblins-Witches-Fairies
& Elves. Baskin. 79.
In Kindling Flame. Atkinson. 120.
In the Attic. Oram. 132.
In the Dinosaur's Paw. Giff. 125.
In the Hand of the Goddess. Pierce. 53.
In the Shadow of the Wind. Wallin. 36.
In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson.
Lord. 30.
Inside Turtle's Shell and Other Poems of the
Field. Ryder. 194.
Invisible Lissa. Honeycutt. 207.
IRVING. The Legend of Sleepy Hollow. 149.
. Rip Van Winkle. 150.
IRWIN. Abby, My Love. 128.
. I Be Somebody. 7.
Is It Larger? Is It Smaller? Hoban. 148.
Is It Rough? Is It Smooth? Is It Shiny?. Hoban.
27.
Is There Life in Outer Space? Branley. 100.
Isaac Bashevis Singer: The Story of a Storyteller.
Kresh. 111.
Isabelle Shows Her Stuff. Greene. 84.
ISADORA. I Hear. 150.
--- . I See. 187.
- . Opening Night. 48
ISENBERG. Albert the Running Bear's Exercise
Book. 108.
The Island. Holland. 108.
Island of the Loons. Hyde. 108.
Island Winter. Martin. 11.
It Wasn't My Fault. Lester. 188.
It's an Aardvark-Eat-Turtle World. Danziger.
182.
It's Your Turn, Roger! Gretz. 146.
IVANOV. 01' Jake's Lucky Day. 48.
JACKSON. Medicine. 128.
JACOBSEN. A Family in France. 88.
JAENSSON. Charlie's Pillow. 208.
JAFFE. Albert the Running Bear's Exercise
Book. 108.
Jafta-The Town. Lewin. 88.
Jamie's Turn. DeWitt. 145.
Jane Fonda: More than a Movie Star. Erlanger.
23.
Jane Martin, Dog Detective. Bunting. 101.
JANECZKO. Loads of Codes and Secret
Ciphers. 128.
- . Pocket Poems: Selected for a Journey.
208.
Jangle Twang. Burningham. 142.
Jefferson. Shura. 15.
Jeffrey's Ghost and the Leftover Baseball Team.
Adler. 39.
Jelly Belly. Lee. 210.
Jemima Remembers. Dragonwagon. 124.
Jerome the Babysitter. Christelow. 203.
JESPERSON. Rams, Roms, & Robots. 109.
Joel's Other Mother. Hamilton. 107.
JOHNSON, J. Cult Movement, The. 48.
JOHNSON, K. From the Door of the White
House. 62.
JOHNSON, S. Mantises. 28.
JOHNSTON, G. Are Those Animals Real?:
How Museums Prepare Wildlife Exhibits. 163.
JOHNSTON, T. The Quilt Story. 208.
- . The Witch's Hat. 68.
JONAS. The Quilt. 68.
JONES, D. Fire and Hemlock. 68.
- . Warlock at the Wheel and Other Stories.
129.
JONES, H. Tales to Tell. 208.
JONES, M. Fix-Up Service. 187.
Joosse. Fourth of July. 167.
Journey to the Soviet Union. Smith. 155.
JOY. Days, Weeks and Months. 68.
JUKES. Like Jake and Me. 109.
The Julian Messner Sports Question and Answer
Book. Dolan. 145.
Julia's Magic. Cameron. 63.
Jump all the Morning: A Child's Day in Verse.
Roche. 13.
Junius Over Far. Hamilton. 148.
Just the Two of Us. Colman. 43.
JUSTICE. How Why When Where. 87.
KARL. Strange Tomorrow. 208.
Katie Morag Delivers the Mail. Hedderick. 47.
KAWAMATA. We Live in Japan. 69.
KAYE, MARILYN. Will You Cross Me? 129.
KAYE, MARY MARGARET. The Ordinary
Princess. 8.
KEETON. Second-Best Friend. 167.
KELLER, B. Rosebud, with Fangs. 209.
KELLER, C. Astronauts: Space Jokes and
Riddles. 187.
KELLER, H. Henry's Fourth of July. 168.
- . Will It Rain. 109.
KELLEY. Happy New Year. 28.
KELLOGG. Paul Bunyan. 69.
KEMP. Charlie Lewis Plays for Time. 8.
-- . The Well. 109.
KENNEDY. Amy's Eyes. 150.
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KENNEMORE. Changing Times. 110.
Kentucky Daughter. Scott. 194.
KERR. I Stay Near You. 188.
KHERDIAN. The Animal. 29.
The Kidnapping of Aunt Elizabeth. Porte. 214.
Kids Are Baby Goats. Chiefari. 2.
The Kids' Book About Death and Dying: By and
for Kids. Rofes. 215.
The King at Christmas. Saddler. 13.
King of the Zoo. Schumacher. 216.
KING-SMITH. The Queen's Nose. 209.
The Kite Song. Evernden. 23.
KLASS. The Atami Dragons. 69.
KLEIN, D. How Do You Know It's True? 168.
KLEIN, N. Angel Face. 8.
- . Snapshots. 110.
KLEIN, R. Penny Pollard's Diary. 9.
KLINE. Shhhhh! 29.
Knowledge Encyclopedia. Paton. 114.
KNUDSON. Zan Hagen's Marathon. 49.
KOEBNER. Forgotten Animals: The
Rehabilitation of Laboratory Animals. 9.
KORSCHUNOW. The Foundling Fox. 49.
KRAHN. Amanda and the Mysterious Carpet.
168.
KREMENTZ. How It Feels When Parents
Divorce. 110.
KRENSKY. A Ghostly Business. 49.
KRESH. Isaac Bashevis Singer: The Story of a
Storyteller. 111.
KRISTENSEN. A Family in France. 88.
KROLL. The Biggest Pumpkin Ever. 29.
- . Happy Mother's Day. 151.
KRUPP. The Comet and You. 151.
KUMIN. The Microscope. 69.
LAKIN. Don't Touch My Room. 169.
LAMPLUGH. Falcon's Tor. 9.
The Land of Colors. Lundell. 190.
LANDAU. Child Abuse: An American
Epidemic. 169.
LANGONE. Violence: Our Fastest-Growing
Public Health Problem. 9.
LANGTON. The Fragile Flag. 69.
LARON. Electronics Basics. 10.
LASKY. Puppeteer. 209.
The Last Ride. Haddad. 85.
Last Week My Brother Anthony Died. Hickman.
107.
LAUBER. Tales Mummies Tell. 210.
Laughs, Hoots & Giggles. Rosenbloom. 93.
Laura Upside-Down. Smith. 95.
The Lay of Tsar Ivan Vassilyevich, His Young
Oprichnik and the Stout-hearted Merchant
Kalashnikov. Lermontov. 129.
LEE. Jelly Belly. 210.
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow. Irving. 149.
Lemurs. Anderson. 99.
L'ENGLE. A House Like a Lotus. 70.
LEONARD. Little Panda Gets Lost. 129.
Leonardo Da Vinci: The Artist, Inventor,
Scientist in Three-Dimensional Movable
Pictures. Provensen. 92.
LERMONTOV. The Lay of Tsar Ivan
Vassilyevich, His Young Oprichnik and the
Stouthearted Merchant Kalashnikov. 129.
LEROE. Robot Romance. 169.
LESHAN. Grandparents: A Special Kind of
Love. 111.
LESTER. It Wasn't My Fault. 188.
Let's Look for Colors. Gillham. 83.
Let's Look for Numbers. Gillham. 83.
Let's Look for Opposites. Gillham. 83.
Let's Look for Shapes. Gillham. 83.
LEVERT. Great Horse Stories. 151.
LEVIN. A Binding Spell. 151.
. Put on My Crown. 210.
LEVY. The Dani Trap. 49.
LEWIN. Jafta-The Town. 88.
LEWIS, M. Wrongway Applebaum. 111.
LEWIS, T. Mr. Sniff and the Motel Mystery.
70.
LEXAU. Miss Happ in the Dog Food Caper.
130.
Libby's New Glasses. Tusa. 57.
Lifeguards Only Beyond This Point. French.
105.
Like Jake and Me. Jukes. 109.
LILLY. Animal Builders. 29.
LINDE. Trust in the Unexpected.
LINDSEY. When Batistine Made Bread. 210.
LIONNI, illus. Colors to Talk About. 188.
LISLE. Sirens and Spies. 188.
LITTKE. Trish for President. 169.
LITTLE. Mama's Going to Buy You a
Mockingbird. 189.
Little Arthur's Sun. Gyulnazaryan. 147.
A Little Love. Hamilton. 6.
Little Nasty. Tomalin. 218.
Little Panda Gets Lost. Leonard. 129.
Little Witch's Big Night. Hautzig. 86.
LIVELY. Uninvited Ghosts and Other Stories.
189.
LIVINGSTON. Celebrations. 152.
- . Christmas Poems. 10.
- Easter Poems. 189.
- . Monkey Puzzle and Other Poems. 130.
--. A Song I Sang to You. 111.
Loads of Codes and Secret Ciphers. Janeczko.
128.
LOCKER. Where the River Begins. 70.
Logging Machines in the Forest. Chiefari. 203.
LONGFELLOW. Paul Revere's Ride. 170.
The Look Again... and Again, and Again and
Again Book. Gardner. 45.
Look Out, It's April Fool's Day. Modell. 132.
Looking for Santa Claus. Drescher. 4.
Looking Into the Middle Ages. Scarry. 194.
The Look-It-Up Book of Presidents.
Blassingame. 80.
LORD, A. Today's Special: Z.A.P. and Zoe. 88.
LORD, B. In the Year of the Boar and Jackie
Robinson. 30.
LORENZ. A Weekend in the Country. 152.
Lorenzo. McPhail. 190.
LORIAN. A Birthday Present for Mama. 112.
Louisville Slugger: The Making of a Baseball
Bat. Arnow. 39.
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Lower! Higher! You're a Liar! Chaikin. 2.
LOWRY. Anatasia on Her Own. 170.
- . Us and Uncle Fraud. 71.
The Luck of Texas McCoy. Meyer. 32.
LUNDELL. The Land of Colors. 190.
LUTTRELL. One Day at School. 50.
LYON. The Runaway Duck. 170.
LYTTLE. Computers in the Home. 88.
MABERY. This is Michael Jackson. 170.
MABINOGION. Tales from the Mabinogion.
190.
MCAFEE. The Visitors Who Came to Stay. 152.
McBroom's Almanac. Fleischman. 44.
MACCLINTOCK. African Images. 89.
MCCUTCHEON. Summer of the Zeppelin. 130.
MCDONNELL. My Own Worst Enemy. 50.
MCGINNIS. Auras and Other Rainbow Secrets.
30.
MCGOVERN. Night Dive. 152.
MCGOWEN. War Gaming. 153.
MCKILLIP. Moon-Flash. 10.
MCKINLEY. The Hero and the Crown. 30.
MACKINNON. The Meantime. 89.
MACLACHLAN. Sarah, Plain and Tall. 171.
MACLEOD. Maid of Honor. 11.
MCLOONE-BASTA. Tom Seaver's Baseball
Card Book. 195.
Macmillan Dictionary for Students. Halsey. 26.
MCNAMARA. Revenge of the Nerd. 112.
MCNAUGHT. Words to Grow On. 112.
MCPHAIL. Andrew's Bath. 112.
- . Lorenzo. 190.
- . Sisters. 89.
MADARAS. The What's Happening to My
Body Book for Boys: A Growing Up Guide
for Parents and Sons. 130.
MAGEE. Trucks You Can Count On. 211.
The Magic Chip: Exploring Microelectronics.
Ross. 134.
MAGNUS. Old Lars. 30.
MAGORIAN. Back Home. 50.
MAHY. The Changeover. 11.
Maid of Honor. MacLeod. 11.
MAJOR. Thirty-six Exposures. 131.
MALI. Thaddeus. 86.
Mama Don't Allow. Hurd. 28.
Mama's Going to Buy You a Mockingbird.
Little. 189.
The Man Who Lived Alone. Hall. 126.
Mantises. Johnson. 28.
MAREK. Different, Not Dumb. 153.
MARGOLIS. Secrets of a Small Brother. 131.
MARK. Handles. 171.
MARKHAM. The Christmas Present Mystery.
51.
MARSHALL, E. Fox All Week. 89.
MARSHALL, J. George and Martha Back in
Town. 31.
MARSTON. Fire Trucks. 131.
MARTIN, A. Stage Fright, 113.
MARTIN, C. Island Mystery. 11.
MARTIN, E. Canadian Fairy Tales. 171.
MARTIN, P. Messengers to the Brain: Our
Fantastic Five Senses. 190.
The Marvelous Music Machine: A Story of the
Piano. Blocksma. 80.
MARZOLLO. Ruthie's Rude Friends. 31.
MASEFIELD. The Box of Delights, or, When
the Wolves Were Running. 51.
MASON. The Dancing Meteorite. 90.
MATSUBARA. Cranes at Dusk. 171.
MATTHEWS. Michael Jackson. 31.
Mattie's Money Tree. German. 146.
Max's Bath. Wells. 157.
Maybe A Band-Aid Will Help. Hines. 67.
MAYNE. The Blue Book of Hob Stories. 131.
-- . The Green Book of Hob Stories. 32.
- . The Yellow Book of Hob Stories. 131.
MAZER. Downtown. 51.
Mean Murgatroyd and the Ten Cats. Zimelman.
97.
The Meantime. MacKinnon. 89.
Measurements: Fun, Facts, and Activities.
Arnold. 119.
Medicine. Jackson. 128.
Meet the Moose. Rue. 215.
MELTZER. Ain't Gonna Study War No More:
The Story of America's Peace Seekers. 211.
- . The Black Americans: A History in
Their Own Words, 1619-1983. 90.
- . A Book About Names. 71.
MENDOZA. Henri Mouse. 211.
MERRIAM. Blackberry Ink. 191.
Merry Christmas, Ernest and Celestine.
Vincent. 57.
Messengers to the Brain: Our Fantastic Five
Senses. Martin. 190.
MEYER. The Luck of Texas McCoy. 32.
- . The Mystery of the Ancient Maya. 211.
Michael Jackson. Matthews. 31.
Mickey's Christmas Carol. Dickens. 23.
Microchip: Small Wonder. Billings. 100.
The Microscope. Kumin. 69.
The Midnight Chess Game. Ecke. 164.
MIKLOWITZ. After the Bomb. 191.
- . The War Between the Classes. 212.
MIKOLAYCAK. Babushka. 32.
The Milk Makers. Gibbons. 165.
Millie Cooper, 3-B. Herman. 185.
MILLS. What About Annie? 172.
MILNE. The Mystery of the Bog Forest. 11.
MILTON. Secrets of the Mummies. 71.
Miracle on 34th Street. Davies. 43.
Miranda. Tusa. 156.
Miss Happ in the Dog Food Caper. Lexau. 130.
Miss Nelson Has A Field Day. Allard. 200.
Mrs. Minetta's Car Pool. Spurr. 195.
Mrs. Peloki's Class Play. Oppenheim. 52.
Mr. Monkey and the Gotcha Bird. Myers. 72.
Mr. Sniff and the Motel Mystery. Lewis. 70.
MODELL. Goodbye Old Year, Hello New Year.
71.
- . Look Out, It's April Fools' Day. 132.
MOHR. Silent Night. 52.
Monkey and the White Bone Demon. Zhang. 97.
Monkey Puzzle and Other Poems. Livingston.
130.
The Moon. Simon. 15.
Moon-Flash. McKillip. 10.
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MOORE, C. The Night Before Christmas. 52.
MOORE, E. Grandma's House. 153.
MORDDEN. Pooh's Workout Book. 113.
More Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark.
Schwartz. 116.
The Morning the Sun Refused to Rise. Rounds.
13.
MORRIS. With Magical Horses to Ride. 191.
MORRISON. Whisper Goodbye. 172.
Mortimer's Cross. Aiken. 99.
Moses the Kitten. Herriot. 107.
MOTHER GOOSE. Home Before Midnight. 32.
- . The House That Jack Built. 153.
- . One, Two, Buckle My Shoe. 113.
- . Sing a Song of Sixpence. 212.
Motown and Didi: A Love Story. Myers. 90.
Mountains. Catchpole. 122.
A Mouse's Tale. Anderson. 159.
Move Over, Wheelchairs Coming Through. Roy.
193.
The Moves Make the Man. Brooks. 101.
Mud For Sale. Nelson. 113.
The Muppet Guide to Magnificent Manners.
Howe. 87.
MURDOCCA. The Nothing. 172.
MURRAY J. Mystery Plays for Young Actors.
113.
MURRAY, M. The Sea Bears. 12.
Music, Music for Everyone. Williams. 118.
My Album. Schick. 115.
My Body is Private. Girard. 125.
My Brother Tries to Make Me Laugh. Glass. 25.
My Dog and the Knock Knock Mystery. Adler.
179.
My First Pop Up Book of Opposites. Brown.
161.
My Friend the Vampire. Sommer-Bodenburg. 56.
My Hands, My World. Brighton. 100.
My Old Grandad. Harranth. 46.
My Own Worst Enemy. McDonnell. 50.
My War With Mrs. Galloway. Orgel. 153.
MYERS. Mr. Monkey and the Gotcha Bird. 72.
- . Motown and Didi: A Love Story. 90.
- . Outside Shot. 91.
The Mysteries of Harris Burdick. Van Allsburg.
17.
Mysteries of Outer Space. Branley. 142.
Mysteries of the Universe. Branley. 100.
The Mystery of the Ancient Maya. Meyer. 211.
The Mystery of the Bog Forest. Milne. 11.
Mystery on Ice. Corcoran. 122.
Mystery Plays for Young Actors. Murray. 113.
NADELL. Break Dance. 172.
The Napping House. Wood. 18.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
National Geographic Index 1947-1983. 12.
National Geographic Index 1947-1983. National
Geographic Society. 12.
Nature's Secret World. Harrison. 148.
NAYLOR. The Dark of the Tunnel. 212.
---. Old Sadie and the Christmas Bear. 33.
Near Occasion of Sin. Delton. 64.
NELSON. Mud For Sale. 113.
Never Brought to Mind. Olsen. 132.
The New Kid on the Block. Prelutsky. 34.
New Shoes! Corey. 204.
A New Treasury of Children's Poetry: Old
Favorites and New Discoveries. Cole. 21.
The New Wind Has Wings. Downie. 145.
NEWTON. An End to Perfect. 72.
A Nice Day in the City. Simpson. 116.
Nice Girl from Good Home. Arrick. 59.
NIGG. A Guide to the Imaginary Birds of the
World. 132.
The Night Before Christmas. Moore. 52.
Night Dive. McGovern. 152.
Night of the Twisters. Ruckman. 54.
The Nightingale. Andersen. 59.
No Autographs, Please. Hayes. 86.
NOBLE. Apple Tree Christmas. 33.
Nobody told Me What I Need to Know.
Colman. 43.
Noise Pollution. Finney. 146.
NOLL. Off and Counting. 52.
Norah's Ark. Cartwright. 121.
NORLIN. Charlie's Pillow. 208.
The Nothing. Murdocca. 172.
Nowhere to Hide. Hassall. 65.
NOZAKI. Anno's Hat Tricks. 212.
NUMEROFF. If You Give a Mouse a Cookie.
213.
Nutcracker. Hoffman. 67.
Nutty and the Case of the Mastermind Thief.
Hughes. 127.
Nutty's Christmas. Schumacher. 14.
Off and Counting. Noll. 52.
Oh, Kojo! How Could You! Aardema. 79.
01' Jake's Lucky Day. Ivanov. 48.
Old Lars. Magnus. 30.
Old Sadie and the Christmas Bear. Naylor. 33.
OLSEN. Never Brought to Mind. 132.
OLSON. Hurry Home, Grandma. 33.
The Olympians: Great Gods and Goddesses of
Ancient Greece. Fisher. 44.
On the Edge. Cross. 181.
One Day at School. Luttrell. 50.
101 Questions and Answers about Dangerous
Animals. Simon. 217.
101 Things to do With a Baby. Ormerod. 72.
One Special Year. Perez. 213.
One, Two, Buckle My Shoe. Mother Goose. 113.
1,2,3. Hoban. 127.
One-Eyed Cat. Fox. 24.
Opening Night. Isadora. 48.
OPPENHEIM. Mrs. Peloki's Class Play. 52.
OPPENHEIMER. A Clown Like Me. 173.
ORAM. In the Attic. 132.
The Orchestra. Rubin. 154.
The Ordinary Princess. Kaye. 8.
ORGEL. My War With Mrs. Galloway. 153.
- .Risking Love. 114.
ORMEROD. 101 Things to do With a Baby. 72.
Our Dog. Oxenbury. 173.
Our First Pony. Henry. 127.
Our Garage Sale. Rockwell. 13.
Our Golda: The Story of Golda Meir. Adler. 39.
The Outside Shot. Myers. 91.
The Oval Amulet. Babbitt. 180.
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OWEN. Meet the Moose. 215.
OXENBURY. Grandma and Grandpa. 173.
- . The Important Visitor. 72.
- . Our Dog. 173.
The Oxford Book of Christmas Poems.
Harrison. 26.
Paddington's Storybook. Bond. 160.
The Pain and the Great One. Blume. 40.
PALATINI. Capricorn & Co. 114.
Pamela Camel. Peet. 12.
"Paper" Through the Ages. Cosner. 123.
PARISH. Amelia Bedelia Goes Camping. 213.
-- . I Can-Can You? Level 3. 53.
PARK. Buddies. 173.
PARNALL. The Day Watchers. 133.
Pa's Balloon and Other Pig Tales. Geisert. 25.
The Patchwork Quilt. Flournoy. 146.
Patchwork Tales. Roth. 93.
PATENT. Whales: Giants of the Deep. 133.
PATERSON. Come Sing, Jimmy Jo. 191.
PATON. How Why When Where. 87.
- . Knowledge Encyclopedia. 114.
PATTERSON. Dairy Farming. 12.
Paul Bunyan. Kellogg. 69.
Paul Revere's Ride. Longfellow. 170.
PAULSEN. Dogsong. 174.
PEACOCK. The Big Thicket of Texas:
America's Ecological Wonder. 53.
The Pearl. Heine. 166.
PECK. Remembering the Good Times. 192.
PEET. Pamela Camel. 12.
Penny Pollard's Diary. Klein. 9.
The People Could Fly: American Black Folk
Tales. Hamilton. 206.
PEREZ. One Special Year. 213.
PERL. Candles, Cakes, and Donkey Tails. 91.
- . Tybee Trimble's Hard Times. 73.
A Pet for Mrs. Arbuckle. Smyth. 117.
Peter and the Troll Baby. Wahl. 96.
Peter Cottontail's Surprise. Worth. 197.
PETERSON. Corky and the Brothers Cool. 214.
PETROSKI. The Summer That Lasted Forever.
91.
Pets, Vets, and Marty Howard. Carris. 42.
PFEFFER. Fantasy Summer. 33.
PHANG. Patchwork Tales. 93.
A Picnic for Bunnykins. Warrener. 219.
PIERCE, M. A Gathering of Gargoyles. 114.
PIERCE, T. In the Hand of the Goddess. 53.
Pierced and Pretty. Holmes. 7.
Pirate Jupiter and the Moondogs. Rubel. 175.
Playgrounds. Gibbons. 184.
Playing Murder. Scoppettone. 175.
Pocket Poems: Selected for a Journey. Janeczko.
208.
POLLOCK. Stall Buddies. 115.
POMERANTZ. All Asleep. 92.
Pooh's Workout Book. Mordden. 113.
Poppy the Panda. Gackenbach. 105.
PORTE. The Kidnapping of Aunt Elizabeth.
214.
POTTER. The Tale of Peter Rabbit and Other
Stories. 214.
POYNTER. What's One More? 192.
PRELUTSKY. The New Kid on the Block. 34.
Premonitions. Bonham. 61.
The President's Daughter. White. 57.
PRICE. A Mouse's Tale. 159.
Prices Go Up, Prices Go Down: The Laws of
Supply and Demand. Adler. 19.
Prince Sparrow. Gerstein. 5.
Project Panda Watch. Schlein. 116.
PROVENSEN. Leonardo Da Vinci: The Artist,
Inventor, Scientist in Three-Dimensional
Movable Pictures. 92.
- . Town & Country. 92.
Puppeteer. Lasky. 209.
Put on My Crown. Levin. 210.
QUACKENBUSH. Stage Door to Terror. 214.
- . Taxi to Intrigue. 92.
- . Who Said There's No Man on the
Moon?: A Story of Jules Verne. 174.
The Queen's Nose. King-Smith. 209.
The Question Box. Hughey. 149.
The Quilt. Jonas. 68.
The Quilt Story. Johnston. 208.
QUIN-HARKIN. Wanted: Date for Saturday
Night. 192.
Rabbit's Morning. Tafuri. 196.
Raccoon Baby. Freschet. 24.
Rachel Vellars, How Could You?. Fisher. 4.
Ramona Forever. Cleary. 2.
Rams, Roms, & Robots. Jesperson. 109.
RANKIN. How Life Begins: A Look at Birth
and Care in the Animal World. 174.
RARDIN. Captives in a Foreign Land. 92.
Rat Teeth. Giff. 5.
Ravena. Dunrea. 64.
RAY. The Cloud. 34.
RAZZELL. Snow Apples. 154.
Remember Not to Forget: A Memory of the
Holocaust. Finkelstein. 164.
Remembering the Good Times. Peck. 192.
RENCH. Feeling Safe, Feeling Strong. 96.
Return to Sender. Henkes. 7.
Revenge of the Nerd. McNamara. 112.
Rhinos Don't Climb! Rosner. 115.
RICE. Does Candy Grow On Trees. 133.
Rickety Witch. Davis. 22.
RILEY. Crazy Quilt. 53.
RINARD. What Happens at the Zoo. 154.
RING. Tiger Lilies and Other Beastly Plants.
133.
RIORDAN. Favorite Stories of the Ballet. 93.
Rip Van Winkle. Irving. 150.
Risking Love. Orgel. 114.
ROBERTS, B. Waiting-For-Spring-Stories. 54.
ROBERTS, W. Baby-Sitting is a Dangerous Job.
134.
- . Elizabeth. 12.
ROBERTSON. The New Wind Has Wings:
Poems from Canada. 145.
ROBINS. Addie Meets Max. 174.
ROBINSON. Ancient Egypt. 73.
Robot Romance. Leroe. 169.
ROCHE. Jump All the Morning: A Child's Day
in Verse. 13.
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Rock Collecting. Gans. 83.
ROCKWELL. The Emergency Room. 193.
---. First Comes Spring. 215.
--. Our Garage Sale. 13.
-- . Trucks. 54.
ROE. Animal ABC. 93.
ROFES. The Kids' Book About Death and
Dying: By and For Kids. 215.
Romance on Trial. Cavanna. 122.
The Romans. Corblishley. 3.
ROOSEVELT. Eleanor Roosevelt, With Love: A
Centenary Remembrance. 115.
Rosebud, with Fangs. Keller. 209.
ROSEN. Henry's Tower. 193.
ROSENBLOOM. Laughs, Hoots & Giggles. 93.
ROSNER. Rhinos Don't Climb! 115.
ROSS, D. Space Monster Gorp and the
Runaway Computer. 73.
ROSS, F. The Magic Chip: Exploring
Microelectronics. 134.
ROSS, T. I'm Coming to Get You! 54.
ROTH. Patchwork Tales. 93.
Rotten Island. Steig. 15.
Rotten Ralph's Rotten Christmas. Gantos. 5.
ROUNDS. The Morning the Sun Refused to
Rise. 13.
- . Washday on Noah's Ark. 193.
ROY. Move Over, Wheelchairs Coming
Through! 193.
RUBEL. Pirate Jupiter and the Moondogs. 175.
RUBIN. The Orchestra. 154.
RUBY. This Old Man. 94.
RUCKMAN. Night of the Twisters. 54.
RUE. Meet the Moose. 215.
The Runaway Duck. Lyon. 170.
The Runner. Voigt. 157.
Ruthie's Rude Friends. Marzollo. 31.
RYAN. Dance a Step Closer. 94.
RYDEN. America's Bald Eagle. 215.
RYDER. Inside Turtle's Shell and Other Poems
of the Field. 194.
RYLANT. This Year's Garden. 34.
- . Waiting to Waltz: A Childhood. 94.
SAAVEDRA. The What's Happening to My
Body Book for Boys: A Growing Up Guide
for Parents and Sons. 130.
SACHS. Where Are You, Cow Patty?. 13.
SADDLER. The King at Christmas. 13.
SAGE. Teddy Bears Cure a Cold. 147.
Saint George and the Dragon. Hodges. 27.
Sally Ann Thunder Ann Whirlwind Crockett.
Cohen. 181.
SALTZBERG. What To Say To Clara. 55.
SAMUELS. Faye and Dolores. 155.
SANDAK. Tunnels. 14.
SANDAL. We Live in India. 14.
The Sandman's Eyes. Windsor. 219.
SANFORD. Werewolf of London. 184.
Santa's Workshop. Smollin. 56.
Sarah, Plain and Tall. MacLachlan. 171.
SARGENT. Homesmind. 134.
SATCHWELL. Big and Little. 155.
SATTLER. Baby Dinosaurs. 135.
- . Train Whistles: A Language in Code.
175.
Saving the Peregrine Falcon. Arnold. 119.
Say Cheese. Bates. 61.
Scandinavian Folk and Fairy Tales. Booss. 160.
SCARRY, H. Looking Into the Middle Ages.
194.
SCARRY, R. The Best Mistake Ever! and Other
Stories. 135.
SCHERTLE, A. Goodnight Hattie, My Dearie,
My Dove. 194.
SCHICK. My Album. 115.
SCHLEIN. Project Panda Watch. 116.
School Bus. Crews. 22.
SCHUMACHER. King of the Zoo. 216.
- . Nutty's Christmas. 14.
SCHWARTZ, A. Fat Man in a Fur Coat and
Other Bear Stories. 94.
- . More Scary Stories to Tell in the
Dark. 116.
SCHWARTZ, D. How Much is a Million? 216.
SCHWENINGER. Christmas Secrets. 14.
SCOPPETTONE. Playing Murder. 175.
SCOTT, C. Kentucky Daughter. 194.
SCOTT, JACK. Alligator. 155.
SCOTT, JOHN. The Story of America. 135.
The Sea Bears. Murray. 12.
The Search for Grissi. Shura. 216.
The Seasons of Arnold's Apple Tree. Gibbons.
106.
SEAVER. Tom Seaver's Baseball Card Book.
195.
Sebastian (Super Sleuth) and the Santa Claus
Caper. Christian. 20.
Second-Best Friend. Keeton. 167.
The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 133/.
Townsend. 17.
The Secret of the Invisible City. Carlson. 101.
Secrets of a Small Brother. Margolis. 131.
Secrets of the Mummies. Milton. 71.
See You Tomorrow. Woodford. 178.
Service Industries. Grigoli. 45.
Seventeen and In-Between. De Clements. 124.
The Seventh Gate. Harris. 46.
Sexual Abuse: Let's Talk About It. Hyde. 28.
Shadow Magic. Simon. 217.
SHANNON. Bean Boy. 34.
SHARMAT. Attila the Angry. 195.
- . He Noticed I'm Alive...And Other
Hopeful Signs. 55.
Sherlock Holmes Through Time and Space.
Asimov. 79.
Shhhh!. Kline. 29.
Shivers and Goose Bumps: How We Keep
Warm. Branley. 62.
SHREVE. How I Saved the World on Purpose.
216.
SHURA. Jefferson. 15.
- . The Search for Grissi. 216.
SHYER. Grandpa Ritz and the Luscious
Lovelies. 217.
SIEGEL. Tom Seaver's Baseball Card Book.
195.
Silent Night. Mohr. 52.
SILVERMAN. Anna and the Seven Swans. 15.
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SIMON. Computer Sense, Computer Nonsense.
116.
- . The Moon. 15.
- . 101 Questions and Answers about
Dangerous Animals. 217.
- . Shadow Magic. 217.
SIMPSON. A Nice Day in the City. 116.
Sing a Song of Sixpence. Mother Goose. 212.
SINGER, I. Stories for Children. 73.
SINGER, M. A Clue in Code. 218.
Singularity. Sleator. 195.
Sir Cedric. Gerrard. 83.
Sir William and the Pumpkin Monster. Cuyler.
22.
Sirens and Spies. Lisle. 188.
Sisters. McPhail. 89.
Sixteen Short Stories by Outstanding Writers for
Young Adults. Gallo. 106.
SKORPEN. Grace. 74.
SKURZYNSKI. Caught in the Moving
Mountains. 74.
Slam Bang! Burningham. 142.
SLEATOR. Singularity. 195.
The Sleeping Beauty. Grimm. 65.
Sleepy Dog. Ziefert. 158.
SMALL, D.. Imogene's Antlers. 176.
SMALL, J. Break Dance. 172.
SMITH, B. Breakthrough: Women in Law. 117.
SMITH, C. The Stratford Devil. 176.
SMITH, D. Laura Upside-Down. 95.
SMITH, R. Gordon Goes to School. 55.
SMITH, S. Journey to the Soviet Union. 155.
SMITH, W. Ash Brooks, Super Ranger. 135.
SMOLLIN. Santa's Workshop. 56.
SMYTH. A Pet for Mrs. Arbuckle. 117.
Snap! Snap! Hawkins. 86.
Snapshots. Klein. 110.
Snow Apples. Razzell. 154.
SNYDER. Ike and Mama and the Seven
Surprises. 136.
SOBOL. Encyclopedia Brown's Book of Wacky
Sports. 74.
A Solitary Secret. Hermes. 185.
Someone is Hiding on Alcatraz Island.
Bunting. 80.
SOMMER-BODENBURG. My Friend the
Vampire. 56.
A Song I Sang to You. Livingston. 111.
S.O.R. Losers. Avi. 60.
Space Challenger: The Story of Guion Bluford.
Haskins. 65.
Space Monster Gorp and the Runaway
Computer. Ross. 73.
Space Telescope. Branley. 202.
Spence and the Sleepytime Monster. Chevalier.
20.
Spirit Child: A Story of the Nativity. Bierhorst.
1.
Spot Goes to School. Hill. 66.
Sprocket's Christmas Tale. Gikow. 25.
SPURR. Mrs. Minetta's Car Pool. 195.
A Spy for Freedom: The Story of Sarah
Aaronsohn. Cowen. 163.
STADLER. Gorman and the Treasure Chest. 15.
--- . Hooray for Snail! 117.
Stage Door to Terror. Quackenbush. 214.
Stage Fright. Martin. 113.
Stall Buddies. Pollock. 115.
STANEK. All Alone After School. 156.
Star Struck! Blair. 160.
Starring First Grade. Cohen. 203.
STEIG. CDC? 95.
. Rotten Island. 15.
. Yellow & Pink. 16.
STEVENS. Deborah Sampson Goes to War. 16.
STEVENSON, D. The Case of the Horrible
Swamp Monster. 156.
STEVENSON, J. Emma. 218.
- .Yuck! 56.
STOCK. Emma's Dragon Hunt. 95.
The Stone Silenus. Yolen. 37.
Stories about Magnitka. Alexeyev. 200.
Stories for Children. Singer. 73.
The Story of America. Scott. 135.
The Story of Elsie and Jane. Curtis. 4.
The Story of the Dancing Frog. Blake. 141.
The Strange Child. Hoffman. 87.
Strange Tomorrow. Karl. 208.
STRASSER. The Complete Computer Popularity
Program. 117.
. A Very Touchy Subject. 196.
The Stratford Devil. Smith. 176.
STREICH. Grandparents' Houses: Poems About
Grandparents. 95.
Stripe Presents the ABC's. Decker. 124.
STUART-CLARK. The Oxford Book of
Christmas Poems. 26.
SULLIVAN, G. Baseball's Wacky Players. 74.
. Computer Kids. 35.
SULLIVAN, M. Child of War. 74.
Summer of the Zeppelin. McCutcheon. 130.
The Summer That Lasted Forever. Petroski. 91.
Supercouple. Towne. 197.
Surprises. Hopkins. 47.
Surrogate Sister. Bunting. 42.
SUSTENDAL. The Trim-the-Tree Counting
Book. 56.
SUTCLIFF. Bonnie Dundee. 16.
Sweet Friday Island. Taylor. 118.
SWINDELLS. Brother in the Land. 218.
The Sylvia Game: A Novel of the Supernatural.
Alcock. 139.
TAFURI. Rabbit's Morning. 196.
Take Away Monsters. Hawkins. 26.
Take Me for a Ride. Gay. 184.
The Tale of Peter Rabbit and Other Stories.
Potter. 214.
Tales from the Mabinogion. Mabinogion. 190.
Tales from the Roof of the World: Folktales of
Tibet. Timpanelli. 17.
Tales Mummies Tell. Lauber. 210.
Tales of Sea and Shore. Heslewood. 166.
Tales to Tell. Jones. 208.
TAMAR. Good-bye, Glamour Girl. 75.
A Taste of Daylight. Thrasher. 35.
Taxi to Intrigue. Quackenbush. 92.
TAYLOR, D. The Best Time for a Hug. 35.
TAYLOR, M. The Case of the Purloined
Compass. 196.
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TAYLOR, TALUS. The Big Book of Animal
Records. 176.
TAYLOR, THEODORE. Sweet Friday Island.
118.
TCHUDI. The Young Writer's Handbook. 56.
Teddy Bears Cure a Cold. Gretz. 147.
The Teeny-Tiny Woman: A Ghost Story.
Galdone. 83.
TERBAN. Too Hot to Hoot: Funny Palindrome
Riddles. 196.
TERKEL. Feeling Safe, Feeling Strong. 96.
TERRIS. Baby-Snatcher. 136.
TESTA. If You Seek Adventure. 16.
Thaddeus. Herzig. 86.
Thanksgiving Fun. Corwin. 3.
THAYER. Casey at the Bat. 156.
The Thing in Kat's Attic. Graeber. 126.
Thirty-Six Exposures. Major. 131.
This is Michael Jackson. Mabery. 170.
This Old Man. Ruby. 94.
This Year's Garden. Rylant. 34.
THRASHER. A Taste of Daylight. 35.
The Three Muskateers. Dumas. 125.
The 3-D Traitor. Dank. 82.
Tiger Lilies and Other Beastly Plants. Ring. 133.
Time Flies. Heide. 66.
TIMPANELLI. Tales from the Roof of the
World: Folktales of Tibet. 17.
TISON. The Big Book of Animal Records. 176.
TITHERINGTON. Big World, Small World.
177.
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Youth Today. Ashabrammer. 1.
To Sail a Ship of Treasures. Weil. 37.
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Again. 96.
TOLLES. Darci and the Dance Contest. 218.
Tom Sawyer Becomes a Pirate. Twain. 36.
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Too Hot To Hoot Funny Palindrome Riddles.
Terban. 196
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TOWNE. Supercouple. 197.
TOWNSEND. The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole
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56.
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Trust in the Unexpected. Linde. 10.
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. Miranda. 156.
TWAIN. Tom Sawyer Becomes a Pirate. 36.
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Tybee Trimble's Hard Times. Perl. 73.
Unicorn Moon. Cooper. 103.
Uninvited Ghosts and Other Stories. Lively. 189.
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SCHOOL. The Kids' Book About Death and
Dying: By and For Kids. 215.
URE. If It Weren't For Sebastian. 197.
- . You Two. 36.
Us and Uncle Fraud. Lowry. 71.
Valentine Rosy. Greenwald. 84.
VAN ALLSBURG. The Mysteries of Harris
Burdick. 17.
VENTURA. Great Painters. 96.
The Very Busy Spider. Carle. 161.
A Very First Poetry Book. Foster. 183.
A Very Touchy Subject. Strasser. 196.
The Very Worst Monster. Hutchins. 149.
VEVERS. Your Body: Skin and Bone. 219.
VINCENT. Merry Christmas, Ernest and
Celestine. 57.
Violence: Our Fastest-Growing Public Health
Problem. Langone. 9.
A Visit to the Sesame Street Hospital. Hautzig.
185.
The Visitors Who Came to Stay. McAfee. 152.
VOIGT. The Runner. 157.
WAHL. Peter and the Troll Baby. 96.
Waiting to Waltz: A Childhood. Rylant. 94.
Waiting-For-Spring-Stories. Roberts. 54.
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183.
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WALSH. Gaffer Samson's Luck. 97.
WALTER. Brother to the Wind. 136.
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WANIEK. The Cat Walked through the
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Quin-Harkin. 192.
The War Between the Classes. Mikowitz. 212.
War Gaming. McGowen. 153.
Warlock at the Wheel and Other Stories. Jones.
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WEIL. To Sail a Ship of Treasures. 37.
WEINBERG. The Curse. 17.
Welcome to Grossville. Fleming. 164.
The Well. Kemp. 109.
WELLS, M. My First Pop Up Book of
Opposites. 161.
WELLS, R. Max's Bath. 157.
Werewolf of London. Green. 184.
WESTALL. The Cats of Seroster. 75.
WEXLER. From Spore to Spore: Ferns and
How They Grow. 157.
Whales: Giants of the Deep. Patent. 133.
What About Annie? Mills. 172.
What Happens at the Zoo. Rinard. 154.
What is it? Hoban. 127.
What To Say To Clara. Saltzberg. 55.
The What's Happening to My Body Book for
Boys: A Growing Up Guide for Parents and
Sons. Madaras. 130.
What's One More? Poynter. 192.
What's Under That Rock? Hoffman. 207.
When Batistine Made Bread. Lindsey. 210.
When the Sky Began to Roar. Bach. 60.
When the Tide is Low. Cole. 162.
When You Fight the Tiger. Hewett. 127.
When You Were Little and I Was Big.
Galloway. 45.
Where Are You, Cow Patty?. Sachs. 13.
Where is My Family? Ziefert. 198
Where the River Begins. Locker. 70.
Whisper Goodbye. Morrison. 172.
A Whisper in the Night: Tales of Terror and
Suspense. Aiken. 59.
WHITE. The President's Daughter. 57.
WHITNEY. The Equal Rights Amendment: The
History and the Movement. 158.
Who Could Forget the Mayor of Lodi? Bradley.
160.
Who Goes to the Park. Aska. 79.
Who Is a Stranger and What Should I Do?
Girard. 126.
Who Said There's No Man on the Moon?:
A Story of Jules Verne. Quackenbush. 174.
Whose Baby? Yabuuchi. 178.
Whose Footprints? Yabuuchi. 178.
WIEGAND. The Year of the Comet. 58.
WILDER. Yorath the Wolf. 58.
Will It Rain? Keller. 109.
Will You Cross Me? Kaye. 129.
WILLIAMS. Music, Music for Everyone. 118.
Willo Mancifoot and the Mugga Killa Whomps.
Damon. 144.
Willy the Wimp. Browne. 142.
WILSON. All Ends Up. 58.
WINDSOR, M. Baby Farm Animals. 158.
WINDSOR, P. The Sandman's Eyes. 219.
WINTER. The Girl and the Moon Man. 75.
- . Hush Little Baby. 18.
The Winter Wren. Cole. 21.
WINTHROP. Belinda's Hurricane. 137.
- . Tough Eddie. 137.
WISEMAN. Adam's Common. 97.
Wish You Were Here. Wolitzer. 76.
WISLER. Buffalo Moon. 37.
The Witch's Hat. Johnston. 68.
With Magical Horses to Ride. Morris. 191.
The Wizard's Daughter. Conover. 103.
WOJCIECHOWSKA. How God Got Christian
into Trouble. 177.
WOLF. Cowboy. 158.
WOLFF. The Bells of London. 219.
- . A Year of Birds. 177.
WOLITZER, H. Wish You Were Here. 76.
WOLITZER M. Caribou. 76.
The Woman in Your Life. Corcoran. 63.
Women Astronauts: Aboard the Shuttle. Fox.
165.
The Wonderful World of Seals and Whales.
Crow. 143.
Wonders of Sharks. Blassingame. 141.
WOOD. The Napping House. 18.
WOODFORD. The Girl with a Voice. 37.
- . See You Tomorrow. 178.
Woosh! I Hear a Sound. Hearn. 46.
Words to Grow On. McNaught. 112.
The World Around the Corner. Gee. 25.
World Famous Muriel. Alexander. 200.
The World Treasury of Children's Literature.
Fadiman. 64.
The World's Greatest Expert on Absolutely
Everything is Crying. Bottner. 62.
WORTH. Peter Cottontail's Surprise. 197.
A Writer. Goffstein. 45.
Wrongway Applebaum. Lewis. 111.
YABUUCHI. Whose Baby? 178.
---. Whose Footprints. 178.
YARBRO. Four Horses for Tishtry. 198.
A Year of Birds. Wolff. 177.
The Year of the Comet. Wiegand. 58.
Yellow & Pink. Steig. 16.
The Yellow Book of Hob Stories. Mayne. 131.
YEP. Dragon Steel. 178.
. The Tom Sawyer Fires. 76.
YOLEN. The Stone Silenus. 37.
Yorath the Wolf. Wilder. 58.
You Never Can Tell. Conford. 102.
You Two. Ure. 36.
Young Extraterrestrials. Asimov. 60.
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Your Body: Skin and Bone. Vevers. 219.
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Yuck! Stevenson. 56.
ZALBEN. Here's Looking At You, Kid. 38.
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Way. 137.
Zan Hagen's Marathon. Knudson. 49.
Zed. Harris. 6.
ZHANG. Monkey and the White Bone Demon.
97.
ZIEFERT. Flip the Switch. 137.
- . Sleepy Dog. 158.
- . Where is My Family. 198.
ZIMELMAN. Mean Murgatroyd and the Ten
Cats. 97.
ZINDEL. Harry & Hortense at Hormone High.
76.
ZOLOTOW. I Know a Lady. 77.
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Little House bc
Sarahb,
and Ta
Patricia
MacLachh
"Two children, motherless since the younger one's birth, are waiting
on the prairie for the arrival of their possible new stepmother, who
has answered their father's advertisement for a wife. Several letters
are exchanged between the family and Sarah ('I will come by train.
I will wear a yellow bonnet. I am plain and tall'). Sarah proves kind
and good, coming like water to three people thirsty for someone
caring. ... A near-perfect miniature novel.l-(Starred) ALA Booklist1
"Filled with wisdom, gentle humor... a short but moving book that
is anything but plain."-(Starred) School Library Journal
"Told with distinction, in a style that is imbued with lyricism although
it is simple prose"'-(Starred) Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books
A Charlotte Zolotow Book Ages 8-10. $8.61* $8.89-
-1 r .) R I *Invoice price TRADE Ed. IHARPERCREST Library Ed.
Publisher's price only and in no way reflects the price at
10 E. 53r St, New York 10022 which available from any other source.
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The Brothers Grimi
John M. Ellis
The Brothers Grin
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originated in a lite
When the brothers
tales to the world,
tapped an oral trac
telling in German,
that the tales have
German folklore -
clearly knew it.
Cloth $17.50 224 pal
Love and
Power in the
Peasant
Family
Martine Segalen
Translated by
Sarah Matthews
In this vivid accour
of life in rural
France, Segalen
examines how fam
role of women have
centuries. She delb
regional proverbs, a
that supplied prece
peasant life and us
historians, anthro]
folklorists to asses
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Cloth $21.00 216 pa
The University of (
5801 South Ellis Avenue Ch
Superb new fiction
from Ai
DICEY'S SONG winner of the
Newbery Medal 130944 9) $1095
A SOLITARY BLUE a Newbery
Honor Book (31008-0)
$10 95
HANDLES
by JAN MARK
1984 Carnegie Medal winner
Gentle humor, but something
more-a wry look at life-
abides in this very special
novel about a young
motorcyclist who over-
comes her boredom
with country living
when she discovers a
decidedly odd cast of
local characters.
Ages 10-14 $12.95
(31140-0)
ATHENEUM
115 Fifth Avenue.
New York, N.Y. 10003
Atheneum books are
distributed in Canada
by McClelland and
Stewart, Ltd.
ISBN prefix: 0-689-
MAKING AN ISSUE
OF CHILD ABUSE
Political Agenda Setting
for Social Problems
Barbara J. Nelson
This is the absorbing story of how child abuse grew
rapidly from a small, private-sector charity concern
into a multimillion-dollar social welfare issue.
Nelson provides important new perspectives on the
process of public agenda setting and reconstructs
an invaluable history of child abuse policy in
America. While presenting a comprehensive
approach for analyzing how this issue mobilized
public action, she carefully highlights the role child
abuse plays in our larger social agenda.
Cloth $17.50 188 pages
SOCIAL LIFE OF BABIES
How Parents Create Persons
Kenneth Kaye
Kenneth Kaye proposes a new conception of the
role of parents in early human development.
It is actually adaptive, he asserts, for parents to
act on a falsehood, namely, that the infant is
a communicating partner from birth onward.
"An extraordinarily valuable book... [It] adds
significantly to our appreciation of the foundations
of inner experience in the infant; it reasserts the
crucial role played by parents in the organization of
the self. It deserves a wide readership, and I think it
will become a classic in the field of parent-child
research." - Paul M. Brinich, International Review
of Psycho-Analysis
Paper $9.95 304 pages
TU CERIDOaEAN EAMII V
Patriarchy to Partnership from the
Middle Ages to the Present
Michael Mitterauer and Reinhard Sieder
The stable family remains central to the aspirations
of a majority of people in the West - in spite of the
family's changing forms, functions, and associated
ideals. The authors draw on a wide range of
historical research to examine what these changes
have been, why they have come about, and how
they may affect us in the future. "There are few
general issues in current research on the family that
[the authors] have left untouched and unilluminated
in this superb introduction." - Gerald L. Soliday,
Journal of Family History
Paper $9.95 252 pages
THE MENTAL AND
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue Chicago, IL 60637
An2ishimnli Dnooo
iEa unum J u I w
novel ways to show young readers
thse nicsa•rp nf a nnng d t nru
A BLUE-EYED DAISY
By Cynthia Rylant
"Short, deceptively simple cameos of Ellie's twelfth
year, gently strung together with paired themes
of fear and hope, death and growth, reveal the
metamorphosis of daughter and father....Through[Rylant's] understatedly elegant prose, readers come
to know a beautiful person, easy to read about, but
hard to forget."-(starred) School Library Journal. "An
exquisite novel, written with love."-Publishers Weekly$9.95/0-02-777960-2/Ages 10-12
PANDORA A RACCOON'S JOURNEY
By H.M. Menino
Can a wild animal be tamed to live a peaceful pet
existence? "Discovered as a lone cub by young
Maggie, Pandora lives part of her early life with the girl
and her family, investigating the nooks and crannies
of their Ohio farm....The author writes convincingly
about farm life, vividly evoking its characteristic
sights and smells"- Horn Book$10.95/0-02-766850-9/Ages 8-11
INVISIBLE USSA
By Natalie Honeycutt
Social dynamics in the fifth grade can be fickle, funny,
and rough-particularly for Lissa Woodbury-who
feels that she's becoming invisible. "Lissa runs up
against a child who exercises extraordinary control
over her peers....The theme, which is central to
the middle-grade experience, should provide some
solace for those who are going through a
similar situation' "-Booklist$10.95/0-02-744360-4/Ages 9-11
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tin.. -_wa m -I
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By Maggie Twohlll
On her tenth birthday, Jeeter's family comes through L
with a Cabbage Patch Kid-which she names Mason
-and a radio and headset. Imagine her surprise when
suddenly Mason starts sending her messages about PRSS
the future on the headset! Soon other people have
questions for Mason-and the consequences
are hilarious.$9.95/0-p2-789530-0/Ages 9-11
BRADBURY PRESS An Affiliate of Macmillan, Inc., 866 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022NY--·----- 10022----- IJ---rI HI ~~l~Cllr~
P
Boys and Girls
Superheroes in the Doll Corner
Vivian Gussin Paley
Foreword by Philip W. Jackson
Offering lessons for parents and teachers, Paley
recreates a year in her kindergarten classroom
in which she explores the differences in the
ways boys and girls play and fantasize.
Listening to the children's own stories,
playacting, and conversations, Paley observes
that the five-year-old has a passion for
segregation by sex. She concludes that the
gender differences are real; the problem is how
teachers respond to them.
Cloth $12.50 128 pages
Review of Child
Development Research
Volume 7
Edited and with an Introduction by
Ross D. Parke
The essays collected here present a wide
assortment of recent theoretical perspectives
on the family, investigating the vital role of
parents and siblings and examining the family's
connection with class, community, and ethnic
heritage.
Cloth $30.00 480 pages
Family Life and
School Achievement
Why Poor Black Children
Succeed or Fail
Reginald M. Clark
Clark offers intimate portraits of ten black
households to illustrate that the key factor in
school success or failure is the quality of family
life - not the income level or family structure.
He outlines how we can facilitate change in
urban families and goes on to offer specific
suggestions and strategies for teachers, parents,
and school administrators.
Paper $7.95 264 pages
Child Development Research
and Social Policy
Volume I
Edited and with an Introduction by
Harold W. Stevenson and
Alberta E. Siegel
Policymakers, teachers, and health
professionals need the latest findings in child
development research if they are to create
programs that nurture children. This series
answers that need by highlighting research on
important contemporary social issues.
Paper $15.00 Cloth $30.00 520 pages (est.)
ie University of iHI ALU Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637 _1L 5801 Ellis Avenue, Chicaso, IL 60637 ._.J
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for the adolescent worldwide.
Inaugurated in 1971, AP publishes investigations of adolescence as a
distinct stage of psychological, social, and biological development. AP is
sponsored by the American Society for Adolescent Psychiatry (ASAP),
which is committed to the emotional and psychosocial development of the
adolescent, and advocates exploring the political and social issues involved.
Tor
Exploring such topics as training in adolescent psychiatry, the parenting
alliance and adolescence, death anxiety, and self-immolation and suicide,
AP12 features 34 articles by some of the world's leading psychiatrists
and behavioral scientists. Included in the contents are special sections
on countertransference responses to adolescents, and psychotherapeutic
issues in the treatment of adolescents and youth.
*Members of the ASAP receive this volume as part of their 1986 dues.
- crucial to your work with adolescents
Send today for a FREE brochure.
-- ---------- ---------------
D Yes! Send me a FREE brochure featuring the full contents of
Volume 12, and information on each previous volume's contributions
to the understanding of adolescence.
Name
Address
City State/Country Zip
Mail this coupon to The University of Chicago Press, Journals Division, Dept SS6SA, Box
37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
Volume 12 of the Annals of the American Society for Adolescent Psychiatry is edited
by Sherman C. Feinstein. (Cloth, 294 p., ISBN 0-226-24058-4.) $32.50; $26.00 to
customers entering a standing order to the Series. Visa or MasterCard accepted.
To order, or to receive price and order information on previous volumes in
the Series, write to The University of Chicago Press, Jourals Division,
Dept. SS6SA, Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637. 5/85
Just because a journal started in
1893 doesn't mean it's old.
(formerly School Review) is always "new." AJE has
-a continuously renewed devotion to original inquiries in
education, to the evaluation and synthesis of educational
scholarship, and to scholarly commentary on educational
practice
-vigorous dialogue between educational scholars and
practitioners, including matters of policy and governance and
of the management and conduct of schools
-- constant bridging and integration of the intellectual,
methodological, and substantive diversity of educational
scholarship
-new editors: Charles E. Bidwell, Philip W. Jackson, Gary Orfield,
Nancy L. Stein, Zalman Usiskin, Harold S. Wechsler
The freshness of youth,
the wisdom of AJE.
Published quarterly. 1-year rates: Individuals $20; Institutions $35; UC Ed. Alumni $16;
Students (with copy of ID) $16. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Mail complete charge
card information, payment, or purchase order to The University of Chicago Press,
Journals Division, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
American
Journal of
Education
Outstanding
picture
books
BEAUTY AND
THE BEAST
Retold and illustrated by
WARWICK HUTTON
*"Hutton has caught the
story's full drama...The
double-page spreads are
stunning." -Booklist
(starred review)
"The dramatic, elegant and
mood-reflecting watercolor
paintings practically tell the
story by themselves."
-Publishers Weekly
Ages 5 up. $11.95
(0-689-50316-4)
ANNA BANANA
AND ME
by LENORE BLEGVAD
Illustrated in full color by
Erik Blegvad
Anna Banana is fearless, but
the little boy she plays with is
not. This childlike and poeti-
cal story recognizes the fears
and triumphs of small chil-
dren. For it, Erik Blegvad has
created marvelous full-color
pictures that reflect the magic
of the story. "As always, Mr.
Blegvad's full-color pictures
arelovely." - New York
Times Book Review
Ages 4-8. $9.95
(0-689-50274-5)
THE PEARL
Written and illustrated in
full color by
HELME HEINE
Helme Heine's legion of
fans will welcome this
newest addition to his
much-loved books-a cau-
tionary tale illuminated with
wonderful and witty
illustrations.
"Brilliant, beautiful water-
colors.. endearingly droll
animals... [Heine's books]
defy comparison with the
works of anyone else."
-Publishers Weekly
Ages 4-8. $11.95
(0-689-50321-0)
ALL MARGARET K. McELDERRY BOOKS I
115 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 100'
Back issues of this title
available in microform
Send for our new catalogue.
Name Title
Institution
Street
City
State Zip
Kraus Microform
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